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The .#x-ki :.aj» of ^u/rar. (1)

The extraction of sugar from cane ha© been practised from

very early times* '-ugar was obtained in solid form in

India as early a© the fifth Century, A*£*, although the

owestoning properties of cane juice would probably be

known mxch earlier than this* The use of sugar

gradually spread from the Far Fast to Asia i;inor, and

thence to other Mediterranean oauntrie©* The returning

Crusaders introduced the commodity into eat uropst

but owing to short supply it was for mxy years regarded

a© & luxury and a medioins*

In the IfFth Century Britain and Portugal introduced sugar

cane first to the Asoros and Canary Islands, una then to

the lest Indies and Touth ,i»rioa*

Until the lith Century there was no rival for cane sugar, b4t

in 174? a Osrman chemist, Andreas tmrggraf, found that

he could make sugar from the juice of sugar beet, and

following on this discovery the first beet factory was
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erooted in Silesia in 1799#

the industry was first established an a commercial footing

in France under Napoleon who granted state assistance

in 1811.

the Introduction of Beet to Scotland and ru;land ?

Experiments on sugar beet were conducted in Lggland an far

back oi the beginning of the 19th Century# At first

the purifying and refining process was a failure, but

experiments with the crop c ontinued, particularly in

Past Anglla, until in 1912 the Cantley factory was

erected mainly by Butch initiative#

It was about this time (1910 to 1912) that the first trials

with beet were carried out in Scotland (2)• These

trials were laid down in Aberdeenshire and Horayshire

by the berth of Scotland College, but were discontinued

as little encouragement was given to farmers to grow the

crop on a commercial scale, and until 1923 (three year®

before the opening of the Cupar Factory) the crop was
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not grown In Scotland.

lifficultles noountereds

Of the two factories whioh were originally erected in

Scotland only that at Cupar 3till operates (i). This

factory was opened in 1926, and is capable of processing

the produce of 20,000 acres of sugar beet in a normal

season.

Three snags of some importance were encountered in the

first few seasons of beet growing. The first of these

was the soil acidity of many areas in Scotland. The

two staple Scottish crops - oats and potatoes, are

fairly tolerant to acid conditions, but a ptf of 6.0

is required to prevent failure in the beet crop. At

first there was no soil sampling carried out by the

factory fieldsmen, and as the other crops did not show

any signs of failure through soil acidity, the beet crop

often failed completely as there were no previous

indication of prevailing acid soil conditions.

In 1927 the response of growers was satisfactory, (3), and
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altogether 8,400 acres of beet were grown. The yields

of that year and 1928 were disappointing, and hero the

second difficulty occurred. The price of "beet for 1928

fell because of the poor 1927 season, and the acreage of

beet grown fell to 2,300 in 1928 and 592 acres in 1929.

It may be said that in nearly all cases the rise and fall

in acreage was governed by the price offered by the

companies, and not by the yield obtained the previous

year, although in early years there was some correlation

between the low yield of the previous year and the pride

offered, for obviously after a bad year, the beet

companies could ill afford to offer a high price for beet.

The very high level of acreages for 1942 to 1946 waa due

mainly to wartime compulsory cropping, and when this was

removed the acreage again fell to its pre-war level.

This difficulty of obtaining acreage in Scotland still

persists to some extent.

The sugar beet industry in Scotland is always at a

disadvantage compared to England, in that diat»«Ma
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between tlie grower and the factory are generally

greater, and this constituted a third difficulty. In

1932 the factory owners attempted to meet this by

paying all freight charges on beet in excess of four

shillings per ton, but in spite of this the acreage in

1933 only increased to 1940 acres. In 1934 a contract

on the basis of a free on rail price was offered and as

a result of this, the area under beet increased to

8,000 acres.

Such were some of the difficulties met with when the crop

was introduced to Scotland as a commercial proposition.

Cultural difficulties were not lessened by an influx of

fieldsmen from the English factories who knew very littlo

about crop husbandry and conditions prevailing in

Scotland.

Some Present Problems.

Two of the many difficulties which still face the beet

grower in Scotland are :

(1) The low yields of beet,

(2) The difficulty of obtaining labour for harvesting
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or the ooat of providing such labour.

!• The how fields of Beat in 3ootland.

Of this fact there can be no doubt. A glance at the crop

yields from 1926 till the present day establishes this

(with the exception of the exceptional mean yield of

11.47 tons per acre for 1943). The mean yield for the

twenty-four years from 1326 to 1949 ie only 7.58 tons

per acre with a mean sugar content of 16.6S,t

the cost of production of sugar beet has been calculated

for the four years 1345 and 1946, 1947, 1948 by the

Past of Scotland College (4, 5# 6 and 7). The mean

total net cost per acre of producing beet increased from

year to year - from £35.19.4d. in 1945 to £45.5.104. in
fl

1948. The increased crop cost is due mainly to

increases in cost of cultivation and harvesting.

These costings show that the yield of beet must be 8 tons •

per acre to cover the cost of producing the crop. ( hen

the value of the tops is considered the critical yield
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will probably be nearer 7^ tons per acre)* At no time

In the four years did the mean profit exceed £12# per

acre, and this when the cost of production of tops was

not considered* This was in a year when the farme

oosfced had a mean yield of 9*3 tons per acre and a mean

sugar content of 16*1$. To this £12* an acre profit,

can be added an estimated surplus of £3* per acre over co

production for the tops* !T,he mean yield over the 24

years (1926 to 1949) was, a© has been noted, 7*58 tons

per acre with a mean sugar content of 16* 68;*J The

profit generally obtained from the crop, is from this

obviously not great, and unleas the mean yield per acre

is increased, sugar beet will not be an attractive

proposition to the farmer*

2. The Difficulty of obtaining labour and the High Cost
of nucu Labour for ilarvesting.

In moat cases labour difficulties only occur at harvesting

as singling can normally be tackled by the staff on the

farm. hen beet has to be lifted and topped manually

st of
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the labour requirements are heavy and consequently the

cost is also heavy. fhe costing reports quoted earlier

show that harvest lag accounts for almost 25$ of the

total coat per acre, and that the cost of harvesting is

only slightly less than the cost for all the previous

cultivations (27$ of the total ooats^ The coat of

labour involved and the difficulty of obtaining labour

has been one of the serious drawbacks with the beet crop

in cotland. This 1^reflected in the fact that, while

mechanical harvesters have only been in use for a fsw

years, in 1949 27$ of the total acreage in Scotland was

lifted by mechanical harvesters, a proportion which is

considerably higher taan that for any of the ngllsh

factories (8). Mechanical harvesting seem® to be the

solution to this problem of labour for the beet, grower.

At present the most popular types of machine employed

are the Catohpole, the Ttoersley, and tho Mora,

(35, 25 and 9 of each type respectively working in

f5ootland) •
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It Is with the firut preblum noted, here that the following

paper Is concerned - how to raise the mean yield of

heet in 3e«tlaad»
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FAT£ OF no'Tiyg

L. ?3^STQ!fHALL.CUPAH. 1938.

A replicated trial was ltiid down in 1938 to shov? the effect of

date of sowing on sugar beet. The seed was sown at weekly

intervals from 11th April till 30th Ilay. The following

Yields were obtained i-

Sewing Pate 11th
April

18th
April

25th
April

2nd
May

9th
May

16th
May

23rd
May

30th
May

Root YtoiaCtns) 13.45 12.41 12.02 32.23 31.86 3&63 10.11 9.45

Augar 15.93 16.03 15.93 15.33 36.33 35.65 15.68 15.28

sugar Yield
(tons) 2.14 1.99 1.92 1.94 1.91 1.66 1.53 1.44

Statistical analysis showed that the yield from beet sown on

the 11th April was significantly higher than all the others.

The four weeks from 18th April till 9th May give yields which

do differ significantly, but after the 9th May yields are

lowered significantly as the date of sowing becomes later.

2. pats oy aq'vins trials 1944-46:

Trials were carried out in these three year® by the Cupar

Factory* Results were as followst-
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Yield of Loots (Tons/acre)

Sowing Date Early Mid Early Late
April April May May

1944 10.50 11.00 9.75 9.75

1945 11.25 13.25 12.25 9.75

1946 11.00 11.00 10.50 10.25

MEAN 10.92 11.75 10.83 9.92

Yield of Ui?ar (Tons/acre)

Sowing Date Early Hid Early Late
April April May May

1944 1.68 1.80 1.55 1.56

1945 1.73 2.04 1.82 1.47

1946 1.72 1.74 1.75 1.63

MEAN 1.71 1.86 1.71 1.56

From mid-April there is a noticeable drop in yield as the

sowing date advances. In two year© (1944 and 1945) early

April sowings are inferior to the ones in aid- i.prilf both

in yield of roots and in yield of sugar. In 1946 the

early sowing only equals the later April sowing.
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3. "raibatone. .berdeen. 1940 - 1948 8

Since 1940 the Worth of 'Scotland College have laid down

combined variety and date of sowing trials# hile these

trials are not replicated, the mean yields from the various

dates of sowing remain reasonably consistent from year to

year#

Yield in tons/acre t

Ho# Of
Varieties

8th
April

15 th
April

22nd
April

1st
May

8 th
May

15th
May

22nd
May

1940 8 - - - 8#20 6.70 6.80

~ 1

w»

1941 3 - 4m - 5.43 5.53 m 6.65

1943 10 - - - 3.30 7.35 6.75

1944 13 - 8.50 m 6.95 - 6.65

1945 9 - 8,85 - 7.70 - 7.10 mm

1947 8 m 9.65 - 8.85 8.95

1948 6 %•CO - 6#98 6.17 -

With the exception of the 1941 yields, there ia generally

speaking a decline in yield with later sowing# The fall

in yield is much more pronounced in April than in May# In

the latter month yields seem to level out, and there ia very
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little decrease in yield with sowings later in the month#

4 • lio .'thai1. : d inbur/sh. 1949.

A small replicated trial was laid down at Boghall in 1349 to

teat two varieties at different dates of sowing# Tb*

following results were obtained.

Data Mean Yield -ugar $
(Tons/acre) Klein K|t lein

8th April 20.71 16.9? 13.0

4th May 13.10 18.35 18.3

14th Hay 17.38 13. &0

-- -- —

13.5

There is a highly significant superiority of the earlier date

(April 8th) over either of the two later dates, but there

ia no significant difference between I,ay 4th and Lay 14th.

The sugar content appears to be lower for the earliest sowing

date, but this ia not confirmed in the other trials#

A similar experiment in 1948 gave the following mean yields

in lba/plot.
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5th April 13th April 27th April
m

Yield /plot
(lbs) 138.1

L__ _

134.2

—

140.6

This trial was not statistically analysed.

AUKiAARYt

These trials cover quite an extensive area - froa the

Lothians to Aberdeenshire, and therefore cover xaost

of the conditions found in the .East of Scotland.

The trials show that the earlier in April the beet

crop is sown, the larger will be the yield. Sowing

at the end of April and in hay will generally usan a

low yield of beet, haraly covering the cost of

production.
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hile extensive trials have been conducted in England

on this subject, only one trial has been done in

•icotland. The English trials show that delay in

singling till the beet has six leaves reduces the

yield by half a ton, while delay in sowing of another

week adds another three-quarters of a ton to the loss.

The following non-replicated trial gives much the same

result.

Graibstone. Aberdeen - 1940.

The results were <
Yield (Tons/acre)

Singling when plants were small 6.20
* M M medium 6.15

" " * large. 5.05

The reduction in yield due to vex*y late singling is

striking, and is in accordance with the Sprowston,

Norfolk, results quoted above. hile it is difficult

to make any comment on only one non-replicated trial,

there is some reason to advocate singling while the

plants are still small.



PLANT POPULATION

Many experiments have been conducted in Scotland to show

the effect of drill width and singling width on the

yield of beet* These experiments have been laid down

in widely mrying locations - from Aberdeen to the

Lothions, and are therefore, representative of the beet

growing areas of Scotland* A series of five

experiments conducted by the East of Acctland College

provide the most valuable data in this subject*

1* 1938 to 1940 Trials in aus and JU2LL

The main results from these experiaents are shovm in

tables at the end of this section*

Three of the trials were laid down in fife and two in

.oiju®. For the first year (1938) drill widths of

18 ins* 22 ins, and 26 ins, were employed, but as the

26 ins. drill width was decidedly inferior to the others

the experiments in 1919 and 1940 were with drills of

18 ins, 21 ins. and 24 ins. Throughout the whole

aeries singling widths were 8 ins. 10 ins. and 12 ins.
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The fallowing ^re extracts from the statistician's

report on these experiments.

1938 c-erieat the 26 ins. drill at all singling widths

is Inferior to the other two drill widths. Between

the latter however, there is no significant difference

in yield.

1939 Series? Spacing* involving 24 ins, drills are

definitely inferior to the others, and IS ins. x 8 ins,

and 18 ins. x 10 ins. are superior to all others.

1940 Series; All singling widths in 18 ins, and 21 ins,

drills are superior to those in 24 Ins* drills. Close

spacing (18 ins* x 8 ins) seems to lose more than the

rest in the ratio of number of beets to full stand.

In all the experiments there appears to be a decline in

yield with both increasing drill and singling width,

with the biggest decrease in 24 ins* and 26 ins# drills,

and 10 ins. and 12 ins. singling* 2he sugar content

of the roots remains remarkably steady with varying
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drill width. The advantage lies with the 21 ins. and

22 ins. drills if anything. The asuae applies to the

singling width where again the middle width (10 ins)

holds the advantage. This stability in sugar content

is rather remarkable as in three of the experiments the

individual root weight increases appreciably with

increase in drill and singling width. ith the

increase in weight, sugar content declines in beet,

and therefore the above figures do not fit in with this.

It may be that the magnitude of the varieties in

individual root weight is not large enough to influence

the sugar content to any great extent.

2. Iraibstona. Aberdeen - 1940.

In a non-replicated trial at Craibstone the following

results were obtained t



width Root Yield
(tons/acre)

18 ins. 3,05

20 ins* 7,55

22 ins*
■ 7,30

24 in®. 7.20

Pag© 4

Drill singling ,'-idfch(24 in.Prill)

at?-

?idth Root Yield
C tons/acre)

8 ina. 7,55

8 ins. 7,40

10 ins. 6,85

.-vgain there is a progressiva decline in yield with the

increase in drill and singling width®.

3. 3oghall. . idlothian - 1943 and 1949.

Two experiments were laid down in each year, one on the

ridge and one on the flat. In 1948 the drill widths

were 18 in®,, 22 in®,, and 26 ins., but In 1949 the

26 ins. drill width was replaced by one of 24 ins.

Hesuits werei

Width

18 ins.

22 ins.

24 in®.

26 ins.

1948
On Ridge

1948
On Flat

1949
On nidge

1943
On Flat

12.45

11.76

10.23

11.45

11.32

9*.46

12.52

13.70

15.9

16.65

16.10
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In the 1948 experiments on the ridge the yield for the

26 ins. drill width was stgnificantly below the yields

for the other two widths# The mun yields for the

latter (13 ins. and. 22 ins) did not differ significantly.

The above statement also applies to the experiment on

the flat, but in this case the drop in yield for the

26 ins. drills was more pronounced, and the difference

between the 19 ins. and 22 ins. drills was much less thar

on the ridge•

• In 1949 there wore no significant differences in yields.

The sugar content of the roots showed some variation, but

the variation was not consistent through the four

trials.

Bolter counts are only available for the 1949 experiments

and are shown below.

Percentage of "bolters"*

width .Ridge Flat
J ",L '

18 ins. * 0.90
22 ins. 0.50 0.40

24 ins. 0.45 0.20
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In 1949 the "bolter count® were very low, and this may

partly account for the fact that these figures are

reverse of these quoted by Hothasisted (1335 Report)

where it was found that bolting decreased aa drill width

narrowed. The Both&'aated figures are for a year when

bolting was particularly bad, being in the order of 1Bjl.

On the basis of one year* s figurea at Boghall it is

impossible to comment either way, on the effect of drill

width on bolting.

t

With the exception of the 1949 trials at Boghall, all of

these trials show the inferiority of wide drilling at

24 ins. and 26 ins. 18 ins. and 21 ins. drills are

shown to give superior yields. hile very high yields

oan b© obtained from 18 ins. drilling the difficulty of

a
inter-row cultivation and the drilling itself not to

be overlooked. In most #*••* the 21 ins. and 22 ins.

drills are not vastly inferior to 13 ins., and when

difficulty of cultivation is considered, these drill
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widths are more to he recommended than the narrower

drill.

The jagus, Fife and Craibstone trials show that singling

width also playts an important part In affecting yield.

As with drilling, difficulty will he experienced If

singling width is too narrow, and as the 10 ins.

singling is almost as good as 8 ins., it is probable

that the larger singling width will be better. 12 in®,

singling seem© completely uneconomic.

Instances of crops with a plant population of around

10,000 plants per acre (optimum 30,000) yielding very

good crops have been reported. These cases are

isolated, and are in no way supported by field trials

in this country.
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Yields*, Sugar Contents and Individual Hoot eights
for the An&us and Fife xoerisiients 13^8-1940

Drill idthi

Site and Year lie
IBins.

id ( tons,
2Pins♦

'aor©)
26i»s.

Bugs]
iSina.

p Content
22ins.

(*>
25 ins

Cupar-Fife 1938

Forrea-vaa$*} 1938

Cupar-Fife 1939

Angus 1939

Cupar-Fife 1940

14.75

15.85

13.90

14.50

12.60

13.22

15.51

15.94

15.56

16.05

13.65

15.94

iBina. 211*19 *

..1 , .

241ns.
^ ^

IBins. 21ins. 24ins.

14.93

10.96

10.85

14.45

10.41

10.81

14.07

3.79

9.61
1

■

17.35

16.95

18.49
.. .

17.43

16.90

13.51
1

17.25

16.73

13.33

Widths

Site and Year
Yi

Bins.
aId(tons/acre)

loins.!121ns.
-

Sugar
8 ins.

Conten
lOine.

Mi
12ina •

Cupar 1938
Torres 1938

C&par 1239

Angus 1339

Cupar 1940

11

14.45

15.67

14.72

10.91

10.56

13.65

14.37

14.58

10.56

10.56

1

13.30

13.53

14.18

9.69

10.16

15.46

16.03

17.33

16.83

13.38

15.60

16.21

17.43

16.93

18.52

15.6

15.6

17.2

16.8

13.4

5

4

5

i

4



Site and Year Prill t-'ifith
ISins.l 22in®. |261n®.| 1

Sing
8 ins.

ling V?idth
10 Ins.(121ns.

Cupar 193a

Porrea 1938

Cupar 1940

0.882

1.003

1.046

1.130

1.145

1. 221

0.830

0.968

1.014

1.120

1.230

1.266

18ins. Flina. 24i»a.

0.776 0.869 0.S32

.

0.755 0.852 0.970

Fags 9

Individual Boot "eight (in lbs)

2V.
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HXTCE and PL-iT CUIjTIVATIOTT.

Pew replicated experiments have been laid down to show the

difference between ridge and flat cultivation of beet,

and only records of trials conducted in the Lothians can

be found.

1. aaldhaae« north Berwick - 1948.

This trial was laid down on very light soil in the Korth

Berwick area where the cliioat® is usually fairly dry.

The conditions here are very much the same as those

prevailing in the beet growing areas of England, and it

is not unreasonable to suppose that flat cultivation will

be the beet for this district, especially in dry seasons

where moisture must be conserved.

The results from the trial were s

Hoot Yield
{tons/acre)

—

Plant
Population

Sugar
Content ($)

Bolters
(£)

Tiidge

Plat

13.75

15.75

"

19315

221S0

16.0

16.5

8.9

12.4
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Cultivation on the flat gave a "better yield of beet and a

higher sugar content than cultivation on the ridge, but

the bolter count was much higher than on the ridge.

It is reported that the Beet on the flat mad® a quicker

start after sowing and always looked better than that on

the ridge. There were fewer blanks in the crop on the

ridge.

It would seem that for light soil and dry eadditions

cultivation on the flat is far superior to cultivation

on the ridge. ,

2* Somali, Midlothian - lgfS and lgffi.

hile not a composite trial of ridge and flat cultivation

the experiments described under the previous section

on plant population give some indication as to how flat

cultivation would fare on heavy soil and under rather

wetter conditions. The mean yields of the four

experiments are shown below s

1948 1949

radge
Flat

li

11.48
10.74

13.11
16.38
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In 1948 the yields do not differ to any great extent, "but

in 1949 flat cultivation is by far the best. This is

almost certainly due to the dry spring conditions of

1943, and again shows that cultivation on the flat is

best in dry seasons. Wo figures are available for a

really wet spring, but it can reasonably be assumed

that under these conditions ridging would be superior

as the necessity would be to dry out the soil.

5X3«lABYi

On the showing of these experiments flat cultivation seems

to be best for areas where dry conditions prevail.

Bolting seems to be more marked on the flat than on the

ridge. It has been noted that In experiments where

ridge and flat cultivations were together, rabbits

tended to attack the ridged crop more than the flat,

probably due to the fact that laore of the crown of the

beet is exposed when the crop is sown on the ridge.

A practice which is rapidly becoming popular is the
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drilling of very low ridges and then almost rolling them

flat. This gives a compromise between ridge and flat

cultivation, and has the following advantage. If a

orop ia sown on the flat and wet conditions following,

the chances are that weeds will get away so well that it

will be impossible to see where the beet is sown and

therefor© inter-row cultivation will be practically

impossible. If the above practice is carried out,

then there ia always some guide as to where the drill is

and weeds can be kept in check by inter-row cultivation

even before the seedling® appear.
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ITP3 OF ssss

Three mmlla types of seed hare been sown in trials in

Scotland* Two of them were treated to be of advantage

in singling (segmented, and rubbed and graded) and the

other for manorial value (pelleted)* The three are

dealt with separately*

1* lamented seed.

(a) The Cupar factory8 In 1944 the Cupar Factory staff

laid down segmented seed demonstrations in five

fieldsmen's areas* Chile these demonstrations were not

replicated they give some indication as to the behaviour

of segmented seed* The mean sowing rat© of the

segmented seed was 6 lbs* per aore*

..ean Yields of Coots and Sugar for all 'emonatratlona*

field of Hoots
(tons/acre)

Yield of Sugar
(lba/acre;

mm

Segmented

Main Crop

11*38

10.16

4431

3852
.. —
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In ever/ trial segmented seed gave a higher yield than the

main crop with one exception. In this ease the main

crop - Sharped Plain 2. - was sown a week earlier than

the segnented seed.

(b) Boahail. Pidlothlan. 1946 and 1947.

The 1946 Trialt This trial compared segmented seed sown

at 7 and 10 lbs. per acre with natural seed sown at the

rat© of 10 and 15 lbs. per acre. Kesults obtained are

shown belows

Yield/plot
Ovrts.

1 L""'" ' 1

Plant Popu3atim
per plot

Bolter
%

Singling Time
(Minutes)

Natural{151ba)
Natural(101ba)

SegaKted(loibs)
3e®J«t»d( i^lbs)!

7 !

"J- H"1

15.44
15.66

13.89
15.03

1716
1549

1531
1496

1.10
0.90

0.43
0.87

107
103

90
92

.......—

In apite of the superior plant population,Natural (151ba)

gave a significantly less yield than Natural (10 lbs).

Natural (10 lbs) was also signifioantly better in yield

than Segmented (7 Iba).

Segmented seed seems to have rather less bolters than the
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natural seed.

Singling time for segmented seed was considerably less than

that for natural seed.

the 1947 Trial*

In this trial four varieties - natural and segmented seed

were sown. fhe segmented seed wa© sovm at the rate of

10 lbs. per acre, and the natural seed town at 15 lbs.

per acre. Results were s

Yield
(Tons/acre)

r
Bolter

4#
/»

Segmented

Natural

9.70

9.72

0.22

0.36

-

The yields from each type of seed was almost identical,

but again the bolter count was rather higher with natural

seed than with segmented.

c-UXIARY*

In most cases segmented seed does not yield less than

ordinary seed, and has the compensating feature of an
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appreciable reduction in singling time* Bolting seems

rather leas in segmented seed than in natural#

2m Rubbed and Graded Oee&t

Only figures for one trial are available# In this

trial <>arater'a Rubbed and Graded seed was compared

with natural seed of the same variety# The yields

were almost the same «• 3#32 tons per acre for Rubbed

and Graded deed and 9#87 for natural# The sugar

content of the roots from the rubbed and graded seed

was 1#3/C below that for natural#

Pelleted ^eedt

again, only figures for one trial in Scotland are

available# The yield of beet from pelleted seed was

not greater than that for natural seed, and the sugar

content of the roots considerably below that for

natural# One outstanding feature of the pelleted

seed was the fact that it took considerably longer

than natural seed to braird#
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^L'iMxyRXHrG or susar bpbt

Piie Importance of Lime

Smith (1) examined a field at Cupar, Fife, where the beet

crop was very patchy. the crop, which had germinated

well, showed no indication that the blanks were due to

deseaae of posts. The field was uniform to the ©ye,

apart froia a gentle slope, find a representative soil

sample taken before sowing the crop had a pH value of

6. 8.

Twenty soil samples were taken from the "good" and "bad"

areas in the field, and were examined in the usual

fashion. The available phosphate and potash did not

show any significant figures, but the pH values did.

In no case where the crop was satisfactory was the pH

below 5.6, and in no case where the crop was failing was

the pM above 5,7, This confirms the critical pH value

for beet as being in the region of 5,6 to 5.9.

From later sampling it would seem that beet can grow quite

satisfactorily at a pil of 5,5, From that point down to
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pH 5.0 the crop was moderately good or very poor without

any clear correlation with pH.

Previous experiments with Liming

'•ralbatottfc* Aberdeen* (1943 to 1947)

In 1343, 1943 and 1947 unreplicated trials were laid down at

Craibstone, testing, among other things, the effect of

application of lime. In all three years there was a

substantial increase in yield of beet and yield of sugar

with the application of lime. One year (1945) the

Increase was very striking} lined plots gave a sugar

yield of 12.9 cwts. per acre, and unliaed a sugar yield

of 2.01 ewts. per acre.

"-eater : urie. Lever*. (1939)

In 1939 the Past of Scotland College laid down a replicated

trial involving six rates of liming. the following are

the mean results. (Dressing* of lime in cwts. of CaO.

per acre).



NIL 16# 5 33 49.5 66 82.5

Yleld(tona) 3.40 5.91 7.17 7.04

''

7.43 7.14

Sugar Yield
ftone) 0.56 0.99 1.21 1.16 1.23 1.19

Stand (,«) 56 72 83 S3

i

83 92

Fuge 3

The 16.5 and 33 awte. per acre dressings are significantly

toperior to the no lime plots, tout applications over

33 evrfcs. per acre do not increase the yield.

It is obvious in this case that there is an increase in

yield due to liming, and also a striking increase in the

percentage stand of the crop. As has been indicated, the

liiae requirement was satisfied with 33 c\rta. per acre

dressing.

^ast of cotland College (1946)

A trial was laid down to teat the effect of two types of

lime at two levels of application# Soil sampling wae

carried out at the end of the experiment# The following

are the results obtained s
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'Jround Lime Ground Siiae stone

•

LL5 CUteCaD 33.5 cwfcsCaO H,5e»tsCa£l 33»5owtsCaCt NIL.
--—

rSaal pilar bil 5.35 5.90 5.25 5.70 3.10

Yield( tons/acie) 5.3 6.0 5.5 6.7 4.0

There la an increase in pH and yield with the light and

heavy dressings of both types of lime. While ground

limestone does not increase the pH to the same extent as

ground lime, it does Have a rather better effect on the

yield. A note is added to the results of this

experiment that the dry spring would probably prevent a

r

full reaction between lime and soil.

Ayton law, herwicfr. (1943)

Again by the East of Scotland College, this trial compared

two rates of application of ground limestone and one rat©

of Chimside waste lime.

WIl'T' ' Iround Limestone
26.5owts« | 37 cwts<

nste Lime
S4 cvrts.

Yield of sugar(cwts)
pi! 27.11.47
pi! 30,11,48

34.0 39.0
6.0 | 6.0
6,2 6.5

35.0
6.0
6.9

37.0
6.0
6.9
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The increase in yield with liming ia significant, and the

waste lime proved as effective as an equivalent dressing

of ground limestone.

Grange lane. ' erwick (19495

The trial involved two rates of application of ground

limestone (26.3 and 43.3 cwts. per acre). There were n^

significant results; the yield varying only from 3.SO

to 9.10 tons per acre, the control plots tilso lying

within these limit®. The dry climatic conditions in th«i

spring of 1949 may he partly responsible for the lack of

response to lime.

SU&IARYi

It is obvious that on the Scottish soils represented ia

these experiments that liming has been beneficial. This

can he expected as in laany cases the soils in Scotland

. may he of too acid a nature to give optimum yields of

beet. Much acidity passes unnoticed in this country

as many of the crops grown are more or less tolerant to

acid conditions.

is
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was indicated at the beginning, liming mast depend

largely on the pli value from a soil analysis* In this

aggregate samples aay not be sufficient, as was shown

with this case* Lining would appear to be necessary

for any soil with a pH of less than 6*0, to give the

beet crop a fair chance*

(1) Smith, A*Si* British Sugar Beet Beview, Deo*1948*
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TH2 MLNUBXNS 0? SUGAR 5MST

t+o.

The effect of ..pplyin^ Agricultural daiy,

Craibstone. Aberdeen. (1941)

An unreplicated trial was laid down to compare the effect of

2 cwt. per acre of agricultural salt and 1 owt. per aore

of Muriate of Potash. Two different basal dressings

were used; one with Sulphate of Ammonia and Superphosphate

and the other with titrate of Soda and Basic Slag.

The salt with both basal dressings increased the yield of

roots very slightly over the control and did not have a

consistent effect An the sugar content. The Muriate of

Potash increased the yield but depressed the sugar

content*

hrdestie. Monifleth. (1942)

The British Sugar Corporation laid down this trial to

compare 5 cwts. per acre of salt and 2.5 cwta. per aore

of Muriate of Potash, and a combination of the two. The

experiment was in the form of a Latin Square* and the
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results obtained were as follows t

Yield(tons) sugar ContentU) sugar Yield
^cwts)

Nil 10,95
\

17.45 38.2

Salt 11.73 17.95 42.1

Muriate of Potash 11.49 18,00 41.3

Salt * Muriate 10.91 18.25 39.8
.— - J

Salt and Potash separately gave some increase in yield, but

the effects were scarcely significant. Both salt and

potash increased the sugar content, and salt alone also

increased the yield of tops#

iouth Area - Past of ootland College# (1948)

Five trials, some replicated, others not, were laid down at

various centres in the South area to find the effect of

a dressing of 4 cwts# per acre of salt on the beet crop#

the mean yields and sugar contents of the five experiments

are noted below t

Salt No Salt

YieId(tons/acre)

Sugar ContentOf)

10,68

16,53

11.56

16.57
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General conclusions were, after statistical analysis!

there was no significant difference in sugar content due

to the application of salt* At one centre the yield

from plots receiving salt was aignificantly inferior to

the yield of the control plots* Otherwise there was no

significance*

oath Area - ast of cotland Colle&e* (1949)

Three trials (unreplicated) were put down in 1949 • The

dressings were 5 cwts* of salt per acre, and nil*

l ean Yields and Sugar contents of the three experiments

wore :

Colt no Gait

Yield(tons/acre)

Sugar Content ( 0

12.49

16*2

12.36

16.0

The salt had no significant effects as a whole, except at

one centre where the application of salt depressed the

yield of roots significantly*
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North Area - East of ootland College (1949)

Three replicated trials were laid down with only two

treatment® - nil and 5 cwts# per acre of salt# The mean

yields and sugar contents for the three experiments

were 3

Salt No Salt

YieIds£ tons/acre)

Sugar Content (/5)

13.32

16*19

13.03

16.06

After statistical analysis of the results it was clear that

in no case was there any significant difference in either

yield of roots or sugar percentage#

From the foregoing experiments the inference is that salt

does not influence either yield or sugar content to any

great extent in Scotland# There are cases with slight

advantages for "both salt and no salt, but the striking

increases in yield obtained in England when salt is

applied are not evidenced in any of these experiments.
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TH1 MANimiNO 0? :ltI3AB BUST.

The Effect of Applying Fareqyard Manure

The only trial® on this subject have been conducted at

Craibetone, Aberdeen* The trials were unreplicated, but

the results, as far as yield is concerned, remain fairly

consistent.

,
Yield( tons/acre)
Bung 1 No Dung

Sugar Content (?S)
Pung | No Dung

Sugar Yield(cwts)
rung i No Lung

— 1

;

L943

L944

L945

1947

7.70

10.35

5.S3

4.67

6.80

8.45

2.83

3*89

16*8

15.7

15.1

15.8

"

16.5

16.3

13.5

16.23

25.9

32.5

17.6

15.7

22.4

27.5

7.99

13.0

M 5AM 7.14 5.49
-

15.84 15.63
* j.

22.92 17.72

Because of the nature of these trials little definite can be

said as to the value of fancyard manure for beet in

Scotland* The consistent higher yields given by the

farmyard manure plots, however, cannot be Ignored. The

"no dung" plots consistently give yields much lower than

those for plots receiving farmyard manure. The

indications are that a moderate dressing (10 tons per
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acre) of farmyard manure will give a good response in the

yield of beet#
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THE lUNUBlSU OF TUGAU BELT

The uaount of ./artificial fertiliser to ..paly

Soxae nan-replicated experiments were carried out by the

East of Scotland College In the /ears 1933# 1935 and

1936, 1937# The trial© compared man/ types of xaanurial

mixtures, but owing to the faot that they were not

replicated they cannot be relied upon to give any

accurate results#

Optimum :.-inurin;-; of sugar Beet

For two years (1943 and 1949) the East of Scotland College

have laid down a series of trials in the South Area,

Worth area and at Boghall Experimental Farm to determine

the economic limit of manuring for beet# Unfortunately

the levels of manuring and the composition of the complete

fertiliser was altered in 1949# but nevertheless these

experiments, while still In the initial stages, do give

some idea of the limit of manuring#

The 1343 .xperlments?

Four rates of manuring were adopted (0, 8, 12 and 16 cvrts#
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per acre of complete fertiliser), and the composition

of the fertiliser was s

2 parts of Sulphate of Ajamonia (20.6,' H.)
3 parts of Superphosphate (lSs* P2^5)
1 part of Muriate of Potash (60;' KgQ )

At Boghall 4 cwts. of Salt and 10 ton® of farmyard manure

per acre was applied in addition to the above. No

farrayard isanure was applied at the other two centres 8 •

Held of hoota (Tons/acre)

Mast Lothian ! Boghall North Area

Nil 5.64
!

6.34 9.83

8 cwts/acre 10.45 3.35 12.18

12 cwts/acre 9.91 9.44 12.19

16 cwts/acre 10.21 9.33 !
.1

12.18

Yield of Tods (tona/acre)

East Lothian "Boghall ( North Area

m 6.75 Yield 9.25
not

8 cwts/aere 10.55 recorded 12.17

12 owts/acre 11.54 13.99

16 cwta/acre 13.20 15.20
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At each of the three centrea me application of fertiliser

increased the .yield of roots significantly over the

control plots, but there was no significance among the

amounts of fertiliser applied*

At the Horth Area centre the sugar content was slightly

'

depressed by the heavier dressings of fertiliser* At

the other centres there was no indication of the amount

of fertiliser affecting the sugar content*

In both external experiments the tops showed an increasing

yield with increasing amounts of fertiliser applied*

Taw *949

Six experiments in all were laid down in 1949* In this

year the rates of manuring were changed to 0, 6, 10 and

12 cwts. per acre of complete fertiliser* ftte

composition of the fertiliser was also changed to *

4 parts of Sulphate of Aottonla

4 porta of Superphosphate

2 parts of Muriate of Potash*

The Boghall experiment was completely spoiled by hare

damage and had to be abandoned* The results from the
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otii«r fiv@ experiments were :

Yield of :oots (tons/acre}

Berwick Last Lothian Angus Fife Perth

Nil ! 14.8 12 .1 15.35 10.35 11.15

6 cwts/acra 17.0 12.3 16.50 12.05 12.0

10 owts/aore 16.1 13.1 16.40 13.45 11.65

14 cwts/aore 17.6 13.1 17.05 12.55 10.75

Yield of Tops (tons/acre)

B«rwlak Last Lothian
„ ... ...... - - ■

CO£I fife Perth

Nil 9.3 7.4 8.25 10.75

6 cwts/acre 12.6 11.9 10.2 12 .1 13.40

10 owts/acre 14.6 12.4 11,1 15.25 14.50

14 cwts/aore 16.5

-

14.5 14.1 17.0 15.25

With the exception of two centres (Last Lothian and "erth)

there is an increase in yield of roots when 6 cwta. per

acre of more of fertilizer is applied, and in most oases

the difference in yield is significant, There is little

difference in the yields obtained from each of the three
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levels of manuring, In Perth the crop was Infected

with crown rot which will largely account for the lack

of uniformity at this centre,

hen the mean sugar content for the three trials in the

North area was considered it was found that heavy

dressings of fertiliser again depressed the sugar

content, "here was little difference in the sugar

contents of the roots in the South Area experiments,

?he Yield of tops increased with amount of fertiliser

applied, and the yield shows no sign of falling off even

at tne 14 cwts, per acre level, These differences are

significant without exception,

SmgAAliY 1

Yield of hootsa these experiments would indicate that the

economic limit of manuring for "beet lies in the region of

6 to 10 cwts, per acre. In nearly every experiment the

lightest dressing (6 or 8 cwts) increases the yield over

the control, but there is little or no difference between

the yields from these light dressings and the heavier
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dressings of fertiliser* T hlle the indications are tha

generally the limit of manuring is about 6 to 10 ewts*

per acre, the manuring of a field must always "be

dictated by prevailing soil conditions*

3uu»r Contenti there is some evidence that heavier

dressings of fertilizer do depress the sugar content*

This is to he expected as increasing amounts of fertili

mean increasing amounts of nitrogen applied, and hence

these heavier dressings of nitrogen are likely to depren

the sugar content* 6 £(L Se.cT(oO Om nOfeCOOOJ,

lield of foppg hile the optimum level of manuring for

roots is fairly low, there seems to he a very high

ceiling for the manuring for tops. The yield of tops

keep increasing with heavier applications of fertilizer

and showslittle signs of falling off even at the 14 and

16 owta. per acre level of manuring* The value of

tops as feeding stuff is high at the present time, and

if they are being fully utilized for the feeding of

livestock, the economic levol of manuring might well he
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higher than that required solely for the roota^
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VAsr^iss or soa*rt b;.;b?

Becords of variety trial© are on hand from 1340 till the

present aay. Many of the® are useless, however, owing

to lack of data and lack of continuity* Sons varietie

appeared in trials only for a year or two and then were
I

discarded. These varieties are not considered below.

hen unreplioated trials are considered, unless a

variety appeared for a number of years in the trials,

it was not considered.

r..dh a tone« /berdeen. (1943 - 1947)

hile this series of unreplicated experiments was started

before 1943, no sugar analyses are recorded for the

years before 1343 * and therefore there is no real basis

of comparison between the varieties. The following

table gives tne mean sugar yield in cwtn. per acre for

the experiments conducted in 1943, 1944, 1945 and 1347.

Variety Sharps * a
Klein B.

(Jarton©
G.

Cannell*!
t^0S

Johnson®
i uhn P.

j ieM ofSugar 30.51 23.33 23.43 28.03



! i©M of

smgt 2

Variety

/hm**

Johnson•»
::uhiii:.

27.36

e"bb#s
»©• 2

26.73

'

iareter* s

Hilleshog

26.43

Battle*a
4Mjt
.4i» #

26.16

Sharpe*e Klein £• fro® year to yetur gives higher f?t^ar yields

than all other varieties a. In the a#ar» result© the four

varieties Norton's 7, Caxmell*e 22, Johnson*a *:\£m r. and

Johnson*© ruhn T*. occupy art Intermediate group with not

much difference between the sugar yields of each variety.

Webt>*s Ro* 2, karater*s Hilleshoy and Battle*® S. give

inferior yield© to the other varieties.

BoMu.ll. dtnbursh. (1946 - 1949)

Ssplloftted trials have been laid down at Bo#mll for the past

four years but unfortunately the varieties on trial eooh

year differ too much to give a mean performance over the

four years* In addition, no sugar contents are recorded

for two of the trials. Mean yields of roots as a

percentage of Sharps * a Klein 7. were calculated and are as

#.11abu> •
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Variety Yield Variety
1

Yield

Foreign Klein E. 102.5 Foreign Kuha P. 92.2

Sharp©'s Klein S. 100.0 Johnson's Kuhn P. 91.0

Carton*s C« 93.2 Marster*s Hilleshog 91.0

Bush Mother 95.9 Johnson's Kuhn E. 90.1

Webb's No. 2 95.1 Foreign Kuhn E. 33.3

These results are of value mainly because of the inclusion

of seed from foreign sources. The mean yields of

Klein E. , Kuhn E. and "uhn I?, show that home produced

seed is in most cases almost as good as continental seed.

The yields take the order expected by classification to

type, with the exception of "uhn E. which has a very low

yield for an WBW strain of beet.
n

Seed Variety Trials. National Institute of Agricultural
Botany {194; - 1^46)

Hesults from variety trials laid down by the British Sugar

Corporation and the National Institute of Agricultural

Botany are published in the Journal of the National

Institute of .agricultural Botany of 1947 and 1949*
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(1 and 2). The summary of the results of the trials,

laid dorm by the Cupar Factory, are by far the moat

complete of experiments conducted in Scotland and are aa

follows t-

YIELD | 3UGAS CGlfTEWT 3113® mW
1941-43 I 1944-46 1941-43 | 1944-46 3941-4313944-461

harpe * a lafei £•

;■ arsbers IttXtesi&g

1 aseln i. j$12e^x^

Carton's C«

darmell'e 937

flattie*a S#

flush E.

ohnson*s KhtsiE.

Uritiah 3.K.7.

dannell* s 22

Goldsmith*a
lobrovioe

100

92.0

96.0

94.0

94.0

95.0

39.0

91.0

83.0

100

95.0

92.0

97.3

95.3

91.7

93.3

92.7

90.7

100

104.0

93.6

m*

100.4

100.2

102.6

98.7

99.6

100.8

100

103.6

105.6

99.3

100.5

102.4

100.4

101.1

99.5

100

95.3

94.7

95.0

93.7

97.3

33.3

91.3

89.0

100

98.3

96.7

96.3

96.3

94.0

93.7

93.3

39.7

The results are all percentages of Klein £• The mean yield: i

sugar contents and sugar yields of this variety are noted

below i
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~™ ~ "~1 1
11941-43 1944-46 ^

field (tons/acre) 11,11 12.39

Sugar Content (,') 17.0 16.70

;ugar YieId(tons/aore)
—— «.

1.89 2.07

lien the mean sugar yields for the 1944 to 1946 period is

considered sharp®'s lein £• is again superior to all

other varieties. Next in the list are four varieties

with yields of 96 to 98?» of that for riein E. These

varieties are Burster's hillsahog, Carton's C, Korftign

Hilleahog, and Cornell's 937# Johnson's J'uhn £» Bush

E, and Battle's E. form another group of three varieties

with yields ranging from 93 to 94f» of that of Klein I*

British S.K.'V, is obviously inferior to the other

varieties.

One thing of note is the deterioration of Johnson's uhn E»

which has fallen from second "best variety (1941-43) to

nearly the worst (1944-465• The raean plant population

of this variety for the two periods (1941-43 and 1944-46)

does not differ greatly being 101;' and 1Q2;S respectively
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of the plant population of T lein £. Apart from Johnaonjs

Buhn £• there ia little variation in th© position of the

varieties in sugar yield in the two periods.

Two varieties, Cannell's 22 and "Goldsmith's Dobrovice,were

included in the 1941 - 43 series of trials "but both

give decidedly inferior yields*

GBKbl^L CthCAARYl

As can be seen from the accompanying graph, the sugar yields

obtained from the analysis of the Cupar Factory records

are in fair agreement with the results of the field

experiments. There is one outstanding exception, and

that is Gorton'a G. which in the trials is shown to give

a sugar yield little less than that of harpe1s lein £•

while in the analysis it gives the lowest yield of the

six varieties. The error probably lies in the analysis

a® in many cases the number of farmers growing Garton's

C. was small and could not be called a representative

sample•

There is little doubt that Sharp# * s "lein E. is the variety
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beat suited for Scottish conditions at the moment.

Gorton's C« and burster's Hilleohog are the only varieties

which challenge the superiority of harpe's Klein E.

Webb's Ho. 2 seems to be inferior to the two Johnson

varieties (Zuim E. and J'uhn P). These latter

mentioned varieties are intermediate in yield of sugar.

Bush B, Battle's E. :md Cannell's 22 are inferior to the

other varieties but Cannell'a 937 shows promising yields

in the Rational Institute of Agricultural Botany trials

and is worth further trial.

Ron-Bolting trains of Uugar Beet.

"Bolting" has always been a problem in Scotland, where in

bad seasons up to 25% of the crop may "bolt". The main

factors influencing "bolting" are »

a) Time of sowing,

b) Manuring,

c) Variety.

figures shown later in this section prove that early

sowing does increase "bolting", but early sowing also

increases the yield of beet, and hence it is not
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profitable to sow at a later date to prevent "bolting".

All fertilisers Increase "bolting" and this is true

especially of nitrogen (3 and 4), but as with date of

sowing, it ia uneconomic to reduce the manuri&l dressing

to prevent "bolting".

There ia some evidence (4) that narrower drills reduce

"bolting" to some extent, but even at best this is a

very poor remedy.

Everything points to a variety which is substantially non-

bolting, and the lead in this direction has been given

by Elein A.A. which is considered in greater detail latex

One measure of value other than a non-bolting variety, has

been the cutting of the flowering stems of "bolters"

fairly early in the season. tfeyman (192o) (3) and

Hayns (1940) (5) show that if the flowering stems are

cut in July or August the yield and sugar content are

considerably increased. This measure has also been

successfully employed in the Aothaasted experiments

(1935) (4).
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The ...ffeot ofTilting1* on Beet a

It is reasonable to question whether "bolting" really

justifies all this attention. There is however, ample

proof that "bolting" does considerably lower both yield

and sugar content of the affected root. ffepaan (1929)

(3) showed that in continental experiments the yield of

the root of a primary "bolter" was only two-thirds that

of a normal beet, and that the sugar content was lowered

by 5 to 6ftm Late "greenstalk bolters" did not

appreciably affect either yield or sugar content of the

roots. Milne, Jones and 'illcox (1931) (6) dealing

mainly with the composition of English beet show that

"bolting" reduces the sugar content of roots by 2 to 33*.

The following figures are given from Koth&asted

experiments described in the 1935 Report (4).

r___
Normal "Woody" "Non-woody"

average height (lbs)

Sugar Content (ft)
: .. 1

1.28

17.71

0.79

17.02

1.30

17.11
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Payne (1940) (5) gives figures which are very much in

agreement with those quoted above* It will be seen then

that when a crop has "bolted" badly there must be a

decrease in yield and sugar content, and therefore some

solution to "bolting" is justifiable. To the above,

might be added a difficulty which has only recently

become apparent. "/here mechanical harvesters are used

it is usually necessary for the flowering stems of

"bolters" to be out before lifting to prevent interference

with the machine.

SMM A»A«*

The beet strain Klein A.A. was introduced to Britain by

O.S. Hose. It was described aa a "frost-resistant"

variety and was developed in Germany to overcome

difficulties encounted in Italy during the war. Plant

failures were common in Italy owing to very dry spring

weather, and consequently, experiments were conducted

to explore the possibility of sowing seed the previous

October so that the plants would be well established
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before drought set in. From these experimenta Klein

A.A. was developed, bred by Br# Sohneider of

KleInwanzlaben.

Since the introduction of Klein A.A. into this country,

quite a number of trials have been laid down, and further

breeding is in progress. The results from the trials

are summarised below t

Boghall. 'dlnburah. (1946-49)

Yield, Sugar Content and Sugar Yield of Klein A.A.
and lein

YIELDS t
: Klein A.A.

ons)
Klein 2.

Sugar (
lein A.A.

?6)
KleinE.

SUfearY
ZletnAA

iattSonts!
roednE.

1946

1948

1949 *

8.71

[ 7.81
1 18.08

9.65

3.04

19*38

15.70

15.90

18.30

15.10

15.60

17.90

27.3

24.5

66.1

29.1

25.1

69.5

MEAN 11.53 12.36 16.62 16.21 39.3 41.2

* These exceptionally high yields are from asfcall plot

experiments. All the above experiments were

replicated.

Two other small scale trials where only yield figures e«4

bi
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gave the following results s

field in tona/aore:

1943 Liein A.A. ... IT«7 Klein E* 13*6

1949 Liein A.A. ... 19*1 Klein S. • •• 19*4

Cralbatone. Aberdeen. (1948)

Only figures from assail demonstration plots are available

for the year 1948. They are*

These results show that the variety Klein A*A* is not

exceptionally inferior in yield to Klein E.# and gives

consistently hijher sugar contents than that variety.

Klein E. however, holds a distinct advantage when the

sugar yield is considered. On the basis of these

trials Klein A.A. obviously puts up peforaance figures

comparable to any of the varieties commonly grown in

Scotland with the exception of Klein 1#

Yield (tons/acre)

Sugar Content (;')

Sugar Yield (cwts)

tie lit ,

6.83

16.63

22.72

Klein hm

7.38

16.47

24.31
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The ""bolter" counts from these trials are striking

Boghall 1946

Boghall 1948

Klefo A,4i

0

O.9O5?

■Klein £.

0.90^

8.90J&

More detailed figures given for the other trials are as

follows* (the date quoted is the dote of sowing)

Boghall 1948

rulbstone 1948

"A.A"

Boghall 1949

*♦£«

19th March
10. 455 28rnO/>

"A.A" "B*

5th April
7.6f*1.8H

8th April
1.0;' 14.0^

8th

O.llf,
April
7.055

"A.A" "A.A" "E"

27thApril
0

15thAprll
0.60^| 6.35S
19thApril 30thApril

0 I 1.6/5 0 1.7$

4th May
6 0.71^

14th May
0.515?

There is an undoubted value in a variety like Klein A.A. for

Scottish conditions. The fact that "bolting" is shown

to be very low, and that its performance is not greatly

inferior to that of liein £. enhances the variety, as the

risk of "bolting" in a bad season, with its accompanying

evils, is always to be considered with ordinary varieties.

With further breeding there is little doubt that a variety

could be evolved even more suitable for Scottish

(oV
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conditions than Klein E*

ZBTZRZnQZttt
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Review SL. Literature.

1. quantity to be ^plied.

Nitrogenous fex'tiliaera produce a marked increase

in the yield of beet, and by now the amount that

should be applied is fairly well established.

Ling & Linley (1928) (4) carried out experiments

on 33 in the Bristol area. 1 owt/acre of

Sulphate of Amisenia gave a significant increase

in yield, without showing any decrease in the

sugar content. Heavy applications of nitrogen

did not increase the yield further.

experiments carried out at Norfolk agricultural

Station, Sprowston, (Sykes, 1936) (1) compared

varying amounts of Sulphate of ,maaonia and

Nitrate of loda.
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ith titrate of ioda significant increases in

yield were obtained up to 2 ewta/acre. There

were indications that 3 cwts/acre gave an

economic response but the difference for this

dressing was not significant. *he 4 cwt.

dressing was not economic. Further

experiments were laid down for a period of

9 years to measure the response to 3 cwts/acre

of Nitrate of ^oda. In each year there was

a significant increase in yield due to the

application of 3 cwta/acre of Nitrate of Soda,

though there was considerable variation from

year to year. The mesin increase in yield

was 1.8 tons/acre, which amounted to a 16,i

increase. The sugar content was depressed

by the application of Nitrate of 3oda, but

again there was considerable variation

(from 0 to 0.7/). The four years that
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sugar content was not depressed were "wet"

years, and In the three dry years there was a

depression of 0 - 2 to 0.5/. The mean

depression for the 3 cwt/acre application was

0. $/*•

the same time, parallel experiments with

ulphate of ammonia were carried out.

1 to 3 cwts/acre of sulphate of Ammonia were

applied. At each centre there was a gradual

increase in the yield of roots up to

2 cwts/acre• 3 cwta/acre gave no further

increase in yield, except at two fertile

"heavy loam" farms. "'rom this, 2 cwta/acre

of ulphate of Ammonia appears to he the

economic dressing, except on more fertile

soils. Of two subsequent trials at

Gprowston only one has shown a response to
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the third cwt. It is suggested however,

that dry weather conditions and low potash

content of the soil may partly explain the

lack of response to heavy dressings of Nitrogen

Crowther & Yates (1941) (2) show Nitrogen to be

the M03t important Nutrient for sugar beet.

With dung application it is shown that the

mean response to a dressing of 1.2 cwta/acre

of Sulphate of ammonia is 0.9 tons/acre. The

increases for 3 cwts/acre of Superphosphate

and 1 cwt/aore of Iluriate of Potash are

0.7 tone/acre and 0.25 tons/acre

respectively. Optimal dressings of

fertilizers recommended in the same paper for

sugar beet are

3.5 cwta/acre Sulphate of Ammonia
4.9 " M Superphosphate
0.6 w M Muriate of Potash
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E.H. Crowther (1946) (3) reporting on the classic

N P K 3 B experiments confirms the need for

Nitrogen over any of the other plant nutrients#

Figures quoted show the return of 1.32 tons/aers

of roots and 2.36 tons/acre of tops for an

application of 0.3 cwta. of N. in 268

experiments. The application of this amount

of N. in the form of Sulphate of Amiaonia

depressed the sugar content of the roots by a

mean figure of 0,4/,

It would seem then that the main need for sugar

beet is ample nitrogen, and moderate amounts

of phosphate and potash. A dressing of

2-3 cwts. of Sulphate of Ammonia will be the

minimum required to give an optimum yield of

beet.

For this reason no control plots of "no nitrogen"

7t •
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were included in the two experiments described

in this section, it being considered necessary

that beet should receive a dressing of

3 cwt/acre of Sulphate of aamonia.

2. Time of rolication of Nitrogen*

In 1925 (§) an extensive series of county

experiments was carried out on sugar beet in

Ireland. In this series it was indicated

that top dressing of sugar beet aaay not

increase the yield on land in very good heart.

Ling and Linley (1929) (4) show that on medium

loam* the highest sugar yield was given when

the whole dressing of ulphate of Ammonia was

applied at the time of sowing. In all other

instances top dressing did not give a

significant increase in yield.

Sykes (1931) (6) describes a series of experiment®
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carried out at Aprowston. The results of

the trials have shown that top dressing with

Nitrate of Soda was unnecessary# He mentions

soiae advantages of there being no top

dressing, including the following s~

Less labour is involved, scorching and

trampling of plants is eliminated, and a much

more even spread of the fertilizer is

obtained if the dressing is applied all at

once. The depression of sugar content of

roots is reduced to a minima when the

nitrogen is applied at sowing time.

The same author (1936) (1) describes similar

experiments with top dressing of Sulphate

of unmonia. Again, top dressing was shown

to be unnecessary, and in aoiae cases, the

seed bed application gave higher yields than

the top-dressed plots. Very late
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application of ulphate resulted in a

significantly decreased yield.

Experiments in Yorkshire confirm the fact that

top-dressing with Nitrate of Coda does not

increase yield. (1931) (9)•

Cramer (1931) (7) however, quoting some figures

from Irish experiments, shows that top

dressing does increase yield slightly. In

314 experiments in 1925 to 1927 top dressing

with 1 ewt/aore of Nitrate of Soda gave an

increase in yield of from 6 to 10 cwts/acr©

of roots. "In the humid climate of Ireland",

he says, "with a farmyard manure application

and a basal dressing of ulphate of Amiaonia,

the increase in roots was not large and there

was a slight tendency to reduce the sugar
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content.

•:uyn» (1938) (8) point® out that four-fifth® of

the nitrogen used by sugar beet is absorbed

during the first seven weeks of growth, and so

there is little point in making applications of

nitrogen as late as July or August, especially

30 a® it is known to reduce the sugar content

and prolong ripening.

^he uptake of nitrogen quoted by .ayna is

demonstrated by halliday (1948) (10). ill1

show® that in a 16 ton crop the uptake of

nitrogen is as follows

Jutrient in lbs/acre.

T»-

i.onth lot hay 1st June 1st July

.j&ount of Mitrcgm ^gligible 6 lb. 22 lb.

ISt altg. 1st Jept. 1st Oct.

101 lb. 146 lb. 154 lb.
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These figures show that the major part of the

nitrogen la absorbed by 1st August, and by

let September the uptake is almost at a atfind-

still. These figures would tend to show that

top dressing will not influence yield to any

great extent.

In 1943 (11) an article was published advocating

top dressing. In the past it was thought

very little advantage would be obtained from

top dressing sugar beet, find that it was better

to apply all the fertilizer at tiiae of sowing.

The experience of some growers has suggested

that this old idea may not be as sound as it

was thought to be. If to be done at all, thu

top dressing should be applied not later than

singling time. Those who have used top-

dressing for a number of years are convinced

7c.
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that a bigger yield of sugar, ats well as a
\

bigger yield of beet, is obtained,

A non-replicated trial at Craibstone (1941) (13)

gave smaller yields when beet was top dressed

than when the whole nitrogen dressing was

applied at seeding#

Ho replicated experiments have been done on top

dressing in 3eotland, and this is one of the

nain reasons for the laying down of two

nanurial trials described in this section.

3• rype of Nitrogen.

Sykes (1936) (1) describes experiments carried ou

at the Norfolk vgriaultural tation, Sprowsto

comparing Nitrate of >oda and Sulphate of

Ammonia. Over 6 years, on an equivalent

nitrogen basis t Nitrate of oda proved

superior to Sulphate of uasaonia as shown by
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No Nitn^jan 2l cwtyk. 3 cwt/ac.
Sulphate of item. Titrate of Chela

-ashed Beet (tea,k 11.9 12.7 13.4

Sugar i'ialc (ttv/t> ku J 41.7 44.3 46.6

Both forms of nitrogen depressed the sugar content

very slightly. Writing on the same series of

experiments liayns (193$) (B) notes that more

potash was necessary to balance Sulphate of

Ammonia than either Nitrate of Soda or Nitrate

of lime.

Reporting on ;othamsited experiments in 1945 to

1947 Crowther (1943) (12) gives the results of

17 experiments. In these experiments

Sulphate of Ammonia and Nitrate of Soda were

applied at two rates on an equivalent nitrogen

basis. The experiments were made more

comprehensive with the addition of salt.

Nitrate of Soda was shown to be much better than
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sulphate of Ammonia where no Sodium Chloride

was given. Sulphate of Ammonia and Sodium

chloride plots gave results approaching those

of Nitrate of Soda alone. It would seem

then that Nitrate of Soda can be regarded as

supplying two plant nutrients to sugar beet,

and where it is used at fairly heavy rates

there is no need to provide additional

sodium chloride. The superiority of
o

Nitrate of Soda over Sulphate of Ammonia was

more marked on lighter soils, which are

commonly deficient in sodium and potassium.

4• Nitrogen and Aotaaia Interaction.

The interaction between potash and nitrogen is

well known. Crowther {1946) (3) shows that

in the 268 classical experiments the

responses to nitrogen and potash together
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were greater than the sum of the separate

responses.

1949 .u,mill,J, TKLuuS

1. Bo&hall Experimental Parcu cInburgh.

2. lreendykes rarm^nemerry t ,*at Lothlun.

Two trials were laid down at Boghall and

Oreendykes during 1949 primarily to teat the

effect of top dressing sugar beet with a

nitrogenous fertilizer. The trial at

Boghall was of a much more complex design than

the other, ao that some inforiaation could be

gained on the effect of other fertilizers at

varying levels of application.

"he Poghall Experiment

This experiment incorporated the following

treatments:-
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a) bro dates of application of . uiphate of
v^aonlii, — .

(1) The whole dresaia* at ©owing tiaa,

and (2) a half dfcreaalng at sowing, and half at
tingling tlMU

to) level© of nitrOfgenoue . ,jmuring -

CD J «wtm/mtm of ulphate of >aiaonI&
( 20* Si* if)

(2) 5 ttwta/nyora of ulphate of AiMaoaia

(1) #o phosphate

(2) 6 owte/aore of uperpiiosphat« 'IT ■•

Thm *,f wlwwlt awHrtiii -

(1) to potash

(2) If ewt/aore of i:.uriate of otaah (SO;*K?$

(3) 3 * * of Muriate of ot «»h

It was considered unneoeee&ry to include a

control plot with "no nitrogen* as this

nutrient is considered essential for the beet

crop.

The experlaeat wae in three replications* with

tweaty«*four plots in each replicate* The
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plot siae was 4 yds# (6-24" drills) x IB yds.

(one-sixty/seventh acre approx)• The layout

is shown at the end of this section#

Previous Propping: The trial was laid down in

a field at Easter Howgate, and as far as can

he established the previous cropping was as

follows :~

1946 - Lea

1947 - Lea

1943 - Oats (Ayr Co^uoando)

wOil /dialysis* Twelve sample3 were taken from,

the experimental area, and the following

figures were obtained

Range Mean

PH
Available X2O
Available P2O5

6.2 - 7.0
0.13- 0.46

10 - 18

6.6
0.27 (Low)

13 (Medium)

The figure for available X2O is in grama of «. M.c,,£^
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The available P2O5 figure is in milligrams
6«.mn 4 .

per 100 grains of soil.

Cultivationst The field was ploughed from 15th

to 19th March 1949. This was followed "by

cultivating, discing and harrowing in the

period from 18th to 22nd April. The

fertilizer was "broadcast on the flat before

ridging into 24 inch drills. After the seed

was sown the drills were ring-rolled on the

30th April and flat rolled on the 3rd May.

Variety* The variety of beet used in this trial

was Johnson's Perfection "E* - derived from

Kuhn "E", On the whole this variety

"bolted" very badly throughout the whole trial,

Manuring; To far,.yard, manure was applied to this

field. lather unfortunately 2 cwt/aore of

salt was applied to the whole field on 14th
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April, The dressings of artificial

fertilizer, as shown above, were broadcast on

the plots from 26th to 26th April. The half

dressing of Sulphate of Anuonla used as top

dressing was applied a week after singling -

on the 21st June#

Seed Gown: The seed was sown on the 3Gth April

at the rate of 16| lb. per acre. There was

a braird showing a fortnight after sowing on

the 13th I4ay.

ingllng* The crop was singled in the three day«i

13th to 15th June.

Observations: The worst damage was done to the

crop by hares, which attacked two plots very

badly indeed. A few plants were lost with

"strangles", but other than this the only

disease of any note was virus yellows. The

crop was uniformly affected by this disease,

<54-.
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and on the whole the infection was

comparatively mild# As noted before,

"bolting" in the experiment tended to be hi^.

harvesting: The experiment was harvested from

16th to 18th November. 60 roots were lifted

in each plot, corresponding to a mean area of

0.00261 acre. This area i3 rather 3xaall, and

e.

may largely account for the large coefficient

of variation, but it was impossible at the

time to lift a larger area.

Au&ar malysis: Sampling for sugar analysis

continued for approximately three weeks after

lifting. Sampling was effected with a

corer, and thereafter the usual routine

analysis was carried out.

EZPSRiaSNTAL RESULTS:

Detailed tables of all results and the analyses
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of variance are given at the end of this

section. The following is an extract from

Dr. Lawley's (Advisory Statistician to the

College of Agriculture) Report on the

experiment.

The experiment was laid out in "blocks of six plota,

each replication consisting of four such

blocks# The design was such that had there

been any significant differences between

blocks, within replications, we should have

been able to correct for these when finding

treatment effects. In actual fact, there

were no such significant differences, and

hence only differences between replications

were eliminated. The replications, in other

words, were treated as blocks of twenty-four

plots".

oot Yields There was an almost significant
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difference, at 5^ level, between the mean

yields for those plots with phosphate and

those without phosphate.

The mean yields were s-

Lba/plot "ons/acr©

'1th phosphate

ifchout phosphate

Difference

92.33

37.56

4.77 ±- 2.39

15.79

14.97

0.82 ± 0.41

3u ;ar Yield? ^he effect of potassium only was

TPlPr ER.(i: M-C.lt

significant. There was a signifleant^at the

5i® level between the mean yields for Levels 0

and 1 (no potash and It cwts)acre of Muriate

of Potash), but not between Levels 1 and 2

(li and 3 owts/acre of Muriate of Potash).

The mean yields were *-
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Levels of K. Lbs/plot

i'o (no potash)

% (It cwt/ac. Muriate of Potash

%2 ( 3 ewt/ac• Muriate of Potash 16.03

1.24 jl 0.54

15.04

16.28

Difference Kx - K0

hugar Content! In view of the foregoing it is

clear that phosphate will have the effect of

lowering the sugar content, whereas potash at

Level 1 (It evrfcs/acre Muriate of "otash) will

produce a greater sugar percentage than Level 0

(no potash)• It was not considered necessary

to analyse the sugar percentage for each plot

separately.

Bolter Count* The mean percentage of "bolters"

was greater for Level 1 of potash (l£ owts/aore

Muriate of Potash) than for Level 0 (no potash).

The difference was significant at the %t level.

There was no significant difference between
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Levels 1 and 2 (lfv and 3 ovrts. per acre Muriate

of Potash).

Levels of K Bolter Lean f>

K<> (no potash)

XI (li owts/ac. Muriate of Potash)

Kg (3 wen) 9*47

7.09

9.12

Difference Xi - I£0 2,03 0.88

Plant Population and ?lant Countt In neither

case was there any significant treatment effect.

C OWC LIT "IfPT';

Tue consideration oast he given to the fact that

there ha® only teen one year of experimental

work, and that on this "basis no definite

conclusions can. "be reached. Some further

work along these lines in needed to confirm

the findings of this experiment. Especially

is this r»o, as in 1949 the:? weather conditions
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were abnormal, a fact which establishes itself

with a glance at the Meteorological results

at the and of this section.

Yield of Roots: 1. The effect of Nitrogen.

As was noted at toe beginning, it was not

considered necessary to include a plot with

no nitrogenous dressing as this nutrient is

now considered essential for toe sugar beet

crop. Two levels of nitrogenous manuring were

tested - a normal dressing of j cwts/acre of

,ulpha.tfc of ammonia, and a heavier dressing of

i? cwta/acre. No increase in yield was shown

in plots receiving toe heavier dressing, and

so it can be concluded that the 3 cwt/acre

dressing was sufficient for the crop require¬

ment.

The Nitrogen dressing waa applied at different

times. Firstly the whole dreseiner was
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applied at sowing time, and secondly, half

the dressing at sowing arid half at singling

time. ?h« yield was not affected "by the date

of application* showing that in this case

top-dressing was not effective and only

constituted a waste of labour. Caution is

again necessary because throughout th© pring

and early summer dry weather conditions

prevailed, and this mty have affected either

or both type3 of application.

2, The effect of Phosphate:

A dressing of 5 owt/acre of superphosphate was

compared with a control of no phosphate, ven

though the soil analysis gave a medium

available content, the increase in yield

caused by the superphosphate wua almost

significant. It is possible ofcourse, that

a smaller dressing than 6 cwt/acre would have

given the same increase.
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'he effect of Potaaha

Neither of the Muriate of Potash applications

gave an increase in the yield of roots.

ZIPII- C'F ,PJ!AJit 1, The -ffeot of Potash:

The soil analysis gave a low figure for available

potash, and this is reflected in the response

to a medium dressing of Muriate of Potash#

hile the l:k owt/acra dressing of . uriate of

Potash increased the yield of sugar

significantly, there is no further response

in yield when the dressing 1b doubled,

2# No nutrient, other than Muriate of Potash,

had any effect on the sugar yield.

JUGAE C ON TINT > 1. hie .fleet of Nitrogen:

It might be supposed that the heavy (5 cwt/acre)

dressing of sulphate of umaonia might depress

the sugar content, and likewise the top-

dressing, especially with th«» ^

<h~
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dressing: where 2& owta/acre of Sulphate of

Ammonia was applied after singling. In

actual fact this was not the case - neither

heavy nitrogenous manuring, nor top dressing

had a deleterious effect on the sugar content.

This may "be the result of fairly late

harvesting. arlier harvesting may have

shown a completely different picture.

2. The -ffect of Phosphate:

hile the 6 cvrfc/acre dressing of Superphosphate

increased the yield, it also depressed the

sugar content. This had the effect of

levelling out the sugar yield, so that finally

the phosphatic dressing did not have a

beneficial effect in terms of yield of sugar

per acre.

2. hie .-.ffect of Potash*

The It cwt/acre application of Muriate of Potash
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increased the sugar content significantly when

compared to the control where no potash was

applied. 1 hen the dressing was doubled

however, there was no further response in

sugar content.

BJLTEIt COUNTi 1. The fleet of Potash:

The only treatment to have any effect in

"bolting" was Muriate of Potash. From figuies

given previously it will be seen that a medium

(1| cwt/acre) dressing of Muriate of Potash

does distinctly increase "bolting". The final

effect in sugar content is open to conjecture.

No "bolters" were included in either the root

yield or the sample for sugar analysis. It

is well known that "bolting" can reduce the

sugar content by as much as 3 to 4^ (Milne,

19315 (15). It is possible therefore, that

the increase in sugar content due to 1£ cwt/
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acre of Muriate of Potash would have "been

lessened if "bolters" had been included in

the sample for sugar analysis.

2. It will be noted again that as there was no

"no nitrogen" plots, any effect that this

nutrient would, have on "bolting" will not be

shorn. This mentioned as nitrogen has been

shown to increase "bolting" more than the

other major elements. (Neynan 1929) (14).

. lant Count and lant Population:

These figures represent the number of seedlings

before singling, and the final number of

plants respectively. None of the treatments

showed any effect on either of these two sets

of results.
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The hreendykea xperlment.

Of much simpler design, this experiment was laid

down to test the effect of the following

treatment® j-

a) '"wo forms of nitrogen -

(1) Sulphate of Ammonia
(2) Nitrate of Soda

b) Two dates of application of nitrogen -

1) The whole dressing at sowing time
2) A half dressing at sowing, and

half at singling time,

again there were no control plots without nitrogen

The experiment took the form of a 4 x 4 Latin

Square with a 13 ft. x 20 yds. (One/fifty-

sixth acre approximately) plot. The layout

is shown at the end of this section.

: revioua Propping: The beet crop in 1949

followed wheat in 1948 and potatoes the year

before (1947).

oil njnu.tl.ysia; Five samples were taken at
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specific points within the experimental area,

'ho following are the results of the analysis.

As before, the available PpO^ figures are in

iailligrams/100 gramas of soil, and the

available KgQ in graas of Ast'£>e.<b i<-<-os. ^

grown from 2.5 gnu of soil.

Cultivations!! the field was ploughed in

December 1943 and normal cultivations

followed before the crop was sown, except

that after the manure was applied, the field

was cultivated, harrowed and rolled, trills

were 24 inches wide.

"arte tyt The variety of beet sown was dharpe * a

Trie in MS".

iuige Loan

pli

Available L.gO

Available PgOjj

0.25 - 0.31

13 - 22

6.7 - 7.3 6.9

0.23 (Low)
20 (high)
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Manuring; Ho farmyard manure was applied to

the field# Burnt line at the rate of 1 ton/

acre was applied before ploughing# A uniform

dressing of

6 owt/aere Superphosphate (13/ P3O5)
and 2 cwt/acr© Muriate of Potash (60;- KpO)

was applied to the whole experimental area. Both

nitrogenous fertilizers were applied at the

rate of 90 lbs. nitrogen per acre. This
t-V^TTx. Oc ft h AJ"C> SIdI hn . Op

meant that 437 lbs/acre Ultimate of :.-oda

was applied. The artificial fertilizers

were broadcast on 14th April, a day before

seeding. The half dressing of Sulphate of

Ammonia and nitrate of Soda used as top

dressing was applied a few days after

singling, on the 2nd June. This latter

creasing was mixed with 9 lbs. of silver sand

to ensure an even spread of fertiliser.

eed -.own* The seed was sown on 15th april at
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an approximate rate of 16 lbs/acre. A braird

was longer in showing in this experiment,

appearing some three weeks after sowing, on

5th Ma/.

kiivcliaat The crop was singled on 31st May with

the exception of four or five drills where the

plants wore very small. These drills were

singled a week later.

•Observations: The pl.int population was rather

"gappy* owing to rather erratic inter-row

cultivations. The only disease of note was

virus yellows and again, infection was fairly

uniform and comparatively mild.

harvesting: The experiment was lifted on the

17th and 19th October. A plot of

16 yds. x 8 ft. ( acre) was harvested,

;iuffar inalyais: In this case, the harvested

t
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roots were sampled and some 30 roota were

sent to the Beet .-agar factory, Cupar, for

analysis.

SXPCRIa :T? ,1 . f.B.t

Tables and analyses of variance of ail results

are given at the end of this section.

In no case were there any significant treatment

differences. There was only a slight

suggestion that itrata of oda might have a

hotter effect on the weight of individual

roots and yield of roots than ulphute of

Aumonia. !,he coefficient of variation was

of a fairly low order with the exception of

the weights of individual roots wher- it rose

to 13.4:'.

CONCLUSION:}: Again, note srust "he taken of the

abnormal weather conditions prevailing throughut

the duration of the experiment,

ICO-
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YILL> Of

1. •■■■itrate of Soda and sulphate of .^rdmia:

Although -fcliers was a slight tendency for

Kitrate of od& to give superior yields to

Sulphate of ..acapnia, this difference was

.not significant. "his is not the same

order of superiority shown by Kitrate of

Soda in ngland and nay be due to the fact

that sodium did not have any influence on

yield, "his suggestion is supported by the

negative results to agricultural salt

applications in cotland.

2* Top brassing; Ho advantage is shown in

keeping part ox" the nitrogenous fertiliser

till singling time to be used aa top

dressing, with either Nitrate of Soda or

Sulphate of /juotonia. If anything, the

advantage ia in applying the whole dressing
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at sowing time.

SUGUR PORTENT: neither the form of nitrogen,

nor the tine of application had any effect on

the sugar content of the roots. "van

Sulphate of Ammonia, when given, at approx.

2 ewt/acre &« a top dressing, did not depress

the sugar content.

W1X&IT OP INDIVIDUAL FOOTS: the Gaae effect as

xn yleutt o* root** la 1*0**n here. Nitrate of

A>da gave a slight increase in weight over

Sulphate of Ammonia. ^he time of

application of nitrogen did not have any

effect.

BQLTEP COUNT: There was absolutely no

influence exerted on number of "bolters" by

either type of nitrogen or time of

application.
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c . . a:i „C£ o*" -\l. 1 ■> .r ■ re:;

In neither caae was top dressing instrumental

in raising yitld. At "reendykee, the

ten&eaey wm» for- top dressing to give lower

yields.

'"op dressing did not depress the au.;ntr content

of the roots.

There was a slight tendency for Hitrates of

-oda to he superior to ulphate of /aaaaonia

with yield of roots* This difference was

*

not significant*

3 cwt/acre of ulphate of riaonia proved a©

effective as 5 owt/acre. '^h® heavier

dressing did not depress the sugar content.

6 owt/acre of uperphosph&t© increased the

yield of roots over plots receiving no

phosphate, but depressed the sugar content.

14 dwt/acre of 'Muriate of Potash increased the
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sugar content and yield of sugar significantly

over plots receiving no potash. 3 cwt/acre

of the suae nutrient had no further effect.

7» 13 cwt/acre of Muriate of Potash increased the

number of "bolters" significantly when

compared to plots receiving no potash.

3 owt/aore increased the number further, but

not significantly.

8. Neither form of nitrogen, nor time of

application had any effect on the number of

"bolters".



LevelsofManuring: Nitrogen-3and5cwt/aereulphateofaaaaonia{Tlxandt?2 Phosphate-0<md6cwt/acreuperphosphate(-andP Potash

-0,and3cwt/acre

(F^j.Kianc72)

ilock(1)
K©Ny)jP

K^2^1

5.^191

slump

KjflfilJiP

KoN2IlP

71^

*1*1*1

KON2P2

KoNI^L

K1N2122

%N2ll

KiN27lP

72Nill

KXNI^LP

*1*2*2*

*2*2V

*0*2*2*

^Ni^x

KlNlr2

Kl*Tlr2p

*o*2*2p

*0^2*2

KxKgDi

KxNgPxP

Wfc

¥i¥

W*

F^NiDg

*2*2*1*

R2N2rl

K2NX^2

¥i®2

VAP

?:2'J2J:2P

*2*2*2

'•22̂2̂~'

^XJ>2

KxNx^P

K2NlP2P

V7lr'lp

*o*l?2p

KiN2PI

*0*1*1

*2*1*2P

(2)

(3)

R2N1P2P

72NH)2

KlNiP2

*2*2*2

7ON2D1P

K0N2~1

K2*2X>2?

*1^2*1

K1N2D2

K2N2B1?

71N2U1?

KlNiI2P

K0N1P2

KlN2P2?

*0*2*2

JvoNlDl

7l*lBlP

*4*1*1?

K2Nxplp

K2N2Di

KXn1B1

K2NlDl

W2?

Dl«Onesingledressingof(ft)atsowing,
1)2»Twodressingsof(N)(oneatsowing, oneatsingling)eachdressinghalf ofthetotalamountapplied*

C

cf,
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Y13LD OF ROOT3 j

1 11. 1. .a.1

Treatment 1 2 3 Total Siena

Ko N1 £1
Ko Nx 3)2
K0 N2 Dl
i<:o f*2 Dg

74.25
95,0
81.0
9-1. 25

80.5
36.0
89.25
31.25

83.0
90.75
83,5

100.5

237.75
271.75
253.75
273.0

79.33
90.66
84.66
91.0

KXNl Til
Kl Nl B2
Ki »2
Kx N2 P2

89.0
89.25

105.5
80.5

75.5
97.0
35.0
83.O

82.75
39.25
35.0

103.5

247.25
275.5
275.5
267.0

82.33
92.0
92.0
89.0

K2 NX Dl
K2 NX D2
N2 N2 DX
k2 N2 P2

110.25
90.25
32.25
90.5

36.0
39.5
91.25
99.5

75.5
74.75
63.0
91.75

271.75
254.5
241.5
231.7#

'

90.66
35.0
80.66
94.0

So NX DX p
K© Nx B2 P
Ko N2 DX P
Ko N2 D2 p

31.0
105.75
93.25

117.0

94.0
98.0
73.5
94.0

84.5
69.25
75.75
63.0

259.5
273.0
247.5
274.0

86.66
91.0
82.66
91.33

Kx NX Dx P
EX NX D2 P
llx N2 Dl P
Kl N2 12 P

101.0
87.5
92.75

106.0

104.0
98.25
95.5
%.75

95.5
87.25
91.5

100.25

300.5
273.0
279.75
295.0

100.0
91.0
93.33
98.33

£2 J1 & 5K2 I?1 D2 P
K2 !?2 Dl P
E2 N2 £2 P

83.25
91.5
97.75
93.0

95.5
83.25
91.25
34.5

95.25
101.75
100.5
95.0

279.0
281.5
289.5
272.5

93.0
94.0
96.66
91.0

Yield in lbs/60 roots. Tills represents 0,00261 acras.
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YI .1,;: Q? -. Idt-Jit

Treatment 1 2 3 Total Mean

KoNlDl
K^>NID2

1WW2

13.14
17.44
13.28
15.51

14.12
13.79
15.84
14.06

14.44
15.47
14.11
17.03

41.70
48.70
43.23
46.60

13.90
16.23
14.41
15.53

m
KIN2EI
KiW2I>2

16.33
16.11
18.30
13.85

13.89
17.95
15.04
14.44

13.98
15.57
14.75
17.70

44.20
49.63
43.09
45.99

14.73
16.54
16.03
15.33

XpNlPl
KdNiDo
K2N2PI
K2N2D2

20.29
16.51
14.72
13.93

15.52
16.25
15.70
17.36

12.98
13.19
11.15
15.96

43.79
45.95
41.57
49.25

16.26
15.32
13.86
16.42

KONIDX?
KoNlD2P
KoN2Da?
KoN2D2P

14.18
18.72
16.32
19.25

16.83
17.44
13.74
16.35

14.07
u. a
12.00
10.55

45.08
47.63
42.06
46.15

15.03
15.88
14.02
15.38

KlUlDlP
KlNiD2P
K1H2E1P
KlN2D2P

19.04
15.31
16. 46
19.55

18.62
17.93
16.47
16.02

15.85
14.57
15.83
17.09

53.51
47.31
48.76
52.66

17.84
15.94
16.25
17.55

K2N1D1?
K2Nir2p
M-D-.P
KfWgDjP

15.06
16.47
17.45
16.60

17.43
15.70
16.29
14.91

16.36
; ■. r
17.34
16.32

49.35
.44

51.08
43.33

16.45
16.81
17.03
16.11

Yield of sugar in Iba/plot
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PL.'JIT POPITLVPIOWi

Treatment 1 2 3 Total

KpN^a
KpWlT2
bMiKO1?2L2

0
- 4
- 10
- 11

- 1
- 4
- 1
- 4

- 3
- 1
- 5
- 0

• 4
- 9
- 16
- 15

K1N1D1
Kl»lL2
KlNaXl

- 2
- 5

0
0

- 3
- 9
- 5
- 4

- 5
- 2
- 1

0

- 10
- 16
- 6
- 4

K2N1L1

feS1!2;2„2^1
*"'2 2"u2

- 3
- 2
- 7
- 3

- 7
- 1

0
- 2

- 3
- 1

0
- 3

- 15
- 4
- 7
- 8

KoNiDi?
EJ^E^Pz®nJdJP
^,N2L2?

0
0

- 8
• 6

0
0

- 8
- 4

- 2
- 6
- 4
- 3

- 2
• 6
- 20
- 13

KiRl]Di?
Eli-IlP2P
KlN2DlP
JCjRgligP

- 3
0
0

• 2

- 1
- 2
- 3
- 5

- 1
- 2
- 2
- 6

- 5
- 4
- 5
- 13

WlZl-KSni^P
KSNJdip
K2N2D2i>

- 2
0

- 8
- 2

- A
- 6
- 1
- 8

0
0

- 3
0

* 6
- 6
- 12
- 10

Figures ¥*&pP§se5it "tiie decrease in plant population
over singling - harvesting period.
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PLANT CPU??? >

Treatment 1 2 3 TOTAL

KoNlLl 244 265 193 702
A0N1P2 266 224 227 717
KOH2I>1 216 222 239 727

223 243 243 709

Kl 11 PI 228 240 235 703
81 Hi £2 • 241 300 254 795
Ki H2 Pi 202 213 209 624
Kl N2 P2 228 169 253 650

K2 hi Pi 185 250 230 665
Ks HI 2)2 262 222 250 734
K2 H2 PI 224 273 253 750
K2 N2 P2 273 214 282 769

Kd HI PI P 258 180 202 640
KA Hi P2 P 345 235 241 821
Ko n2 i>i p 241 190 283 714
Ko N2 P2 P 270 181 204 655

Kl Hi Pi P 188 227 290 705
Ki HX P2 P 268 205 259 732
g H2 5l * 282 192 242 716
El H2 P2 P 241 207 220 668

JCo % Di P 241 299 189 729
K2 HI P2 P 237 172 201 610
E2 H2 PI P 213 262 235 712
X2 H2 P2 P 289 208 269 766

The fif|ures in each block represent the number of plants
in a total of 6 yds. of drills in the plot. The total
figure covers 18 yds. of drill all told.
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BOITSR COUNT*

Treatment 1 2 3 TOTAL

Ko HI 131 9.40 7.69 4.80 21.89
Fq NI 7)2 13.10 5.88 2.56 21.54
KQ »I 131 8.33 7 . 08 4.76 20.17
Ko N2 J>2 5.56 4.54 6.25 16.35

El N1 131 9.32 3.39 8.94

"

21.65
K1 Nl D2 12.40 13.40 7.38 33.18
El N2 D1 11.30 7.21 12.40 30.91
El H2 532 9.23 7.50 11.30 23.03

K2 HI Ul 9.09 6.96 10.10 26.15
IC2 ^1 I)2 10.20 6.56 15.30 32.06
E2 N2 SI 7.63 6.14 8.46 22.23
*2 »2 11.90 11.70 6.20

■

29.80

Ko Hi I>1 P 3.51 3.53

!

6.84 13.88
Ko Hi I>2 P 8.42 8.01 5.79 22.22
Ko N2 Bl P 14.40 6.31 8.87 29.58
Efc lf2 P'2 P 5.15 7.27 12.10 24.52

K1 HI Ul P 8.70 12.00 12.10 32.80
El »i So P 6.72 8.91 6.40 22.03
El N2 Ul P 5.34 13.20 11.80 30.34
Ki N2 Da P 7.4B 10.00 2.57 20.05

Eg Ni Si P 14.90 15.40 4.31 34.61
E2 HI Da ? 9.60 11.60 9.30 30.50
Kg w2 Ul P 10.70 8.40 6.35 25.45
*2 S2 P 7.26 9.65 9.60 26.51

3l_OC-l< ■

ri;>-ure3 for each plot; is percentage of bolters in plot.
The total figure is number in 300#
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ANALYSIS OF YARIAITCE

ROOT YIELDt

Degrees
""reefiom

of Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square Variance Ratio

If.(Levels ofWitrcgon) 1 8.0 8.0 «■*

D.(Dates of
Application 1 168.1 168.1 1.64

P. (Phosphorus) 1 410.9 410.9 4.00 (Almost S)

K* (Levels of
Potassium) 2 341.9 171.0 1.66

Mala effects 5 928.9

Interaction effects 18 1,099.7 61.1 -

replications 2 433.4 216.7 2.11

Error 46 4,727.8 102.8

TOTAL 71 7,189.8
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AHALY3 IS OF VAR IANCE

YIELD OF 3UOAiii

agrees of Sum of Mean
Preedoa Squares Square Variance Ratio

IV. 1 1*12 1.12 -

D. 1 6*72 6.72 1.94

P. 1 11.84 11.84 3.42

K. 2 20.50 10.25 2.96 »

Main effects 5 40.18

Interactions 18 40.74 2.26 -

replications 2 31.94 15.97 4.61 3.

Error 46 159.40 3.465

TOTAL 71 272.26

* Difference between K© and Ki (or Kjj) is signifleant at

5$ level* (3).
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AHALYi;iS OF VARIANCE

PLAWT POPULATION!

Degrees of
Freedom

Bum of
Squares

Mean
Square Variance Katio

H. 1 24.5 24.5 3.32

D. 1 0.0 0.0 -

P. 1 2.0 2.0 -

X. 2 11.1 5.5 «*

lain effects 5 37.6

interactions 18 147.7 3.2 1.11

-e plications 2 22.8 11.4 1.54

Error 46 339.9 7.39

TOTAL
1

71 548.0
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analysis o? vapjancs;

plant couhti

Degrees ot Jua of Mean
Freedom Squares Square Variance Ratio

N. 1 120 120 -

D. 1 793 793 -

P. 1 82 32 4N»

K. 2 432 216

Main effects 5 1,427

Interactions IB 19,372 1076 -

Replications 2 5,101 2550 1.96

Error 46 59,687 1298

TOTAL
IN

71 65,587
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ANALYSIS OF VARXANC;

BOLTER COUNT:

Degrees of Sum of Mean
Freedom Squares Square Variance Ratio

N. 1 1.1 1.1 •

D. 1 0*0 0.0 -

P. 1 1*1 1.1 -

K. 2 76,2 33.1 14.-0% S .

Main effects 5 73.4

Interaction® 18 146.3 3.1 «•

Replications 2 12.2 6.1 -

Error 46 423.1 3.33

TOTAL 71 666.0
- . ,
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QRSENPYJfSS luAWURIWO LXPLIIIMSNT.

layout*

32 *2 Hi Si

*1 si £>2 H2

31 Hi N2 32

N2 S2 si Hi

51 and Ni « Single dressing of Sulphate of raaonia and Nitrate
of Soda at sowing#

52 and N2 » Two dressing® of Sulphate of Anraonla and Nitrate of
Soda, one at sowing and on© at singling#
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page 51

QSE.awrKSS ::UOAH 2U,T MANORIAL ZXP'MimZWSt

Sx and r?x * lulphate of ^uaonia ami Nitrate of Sofia applied in
one dressing at sowing time*

S2 and Big « Sulphate of Aaaonia and Nitrate of Soda applied in
two dressings - half at sowing and half at
singling*

field of '/loots / Plot* (in lbs)

Si Sg Nl N2

262.25
262.25
268*75
274.75

226.25
271.25
255.75
265.50

284.25
290.5
266.75
273.25

251.75
266.25
277.50
270.25

1068.00 1018.75 1114.75 1065.75 TOTAL

267.0 254.69 278.69 266.44 MEAN

13.52 12.90 14.11 13.50 MEAN
fcona&e.
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.;UGAH , .ac;»TAQr>>

3l S2 Hi N2

16.7
17.7
16.9
16.9

16.5
17.6
17.2
16.3

16.4
16.8
17.0
15.9

16.4
16.1
17.7
16.6

TOTAL 68.2 67.6 66.1 66.8

MEAN 17.05 16.9 16.52 16.7

YIELD 0? SUGAR* (lWfclot)

Si s2 Nl *2

43. BO
46.43
45.42
46.45

37.35
47.75
43.99
43.27

46-62
46.79
45.35
43.46

41.30
42.87
49.12
44.87

TOTAL 132.10 172.36 134.22 173.16

MEAN 45.52 43.09 46.05 44.54
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BQLTSH COUNT8

31 s2 »1 W2

15 12 4 14

15 9 19 11

9 15 14 8

9 18 11 11

48 54 48 44

HOOT WEIGHT (ii\ lbs)

31 §2 Hi w2

1.19 0.S19 1.22 1.28

1.10 0.976 1.22 1.05

0.925 1.17 1.07 1.24

1.02 1.18 1.25 1.28

TOTAL 4.235 4.145 4.76 4.85

MEAN 1.059 1.036 1.19 1.21
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Pa,ge 54

ROOT '-'SICrHTi Mean weight per plot s 1*12 lib.

Coefficient of
Variation : 13 •4$

•fc?r>LY,:U OF VAHIAWCB

"egress of
Preedoaa

Sua of
Squares
( 104)

Mean
Square
( 104) Variance Ratio

sr.v. s. 1 946 946 4.20 N.3.

Levels of
Application 1 0 0

Interaction effect 1 18 18 ~

All Treatuents 3 964

Rows 3 214 71

Coluuans 3 279 93 -

Error 6 1349 225

TOTAL 15
,

2806 j
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Tag® 55

YD,LP OF dQQTSt

Mean Yield per plot 8266.7 11>*

Coefficient of
Variation i 4.3#

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE.

Degrees of
Freedom

3m of
Squares

1 Mean
!Square Variance Katio

N. v. S. 1 540 540 4.13 U.S.

Levels 1 388 588 4.52 17.3.

interaction o •

Vreataents 3 1128

.Sows 3 657 219 1.68 U.S.

Columns 3 581 194 1.49 N.S.

Lrror 6 779- 130

TOTAL 15 3145
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SUGAR PSRCDNTAgB*

Mean Percentage t 16.8

Coefficient of
Variation t 2 .5/*

AJTALYGI > OP TAliiAH SI

Degrees of Sun of l^ean
Preedosa Squires Square

( 1000) ( 1000) Variance tatio

R« V. S. 1 526 526 2.91 9.3*

lsvqiG 1 1 1 4Ni

Interaction 1 105 105 •

Treatments 3 632

Rows 3 1812 604 3.35 H.3.

Columns 3 962 321 1*78 H.3.

Crror 6 1083 180.5

TOTAL 15 4489
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PACKS 57

■3U5AR IT.LPi Miaa Yield per plot : 44.8 lb.

Coefficient of
variation s 5.5;'

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares
( 100)

mean

Square
( 100)

Variance Ratio

It. v. 3. 1 400 400

Levels 1 1,521 1521 2.51 U.S.

Interactions 1 72 72 *

Treatments 3 1,993

Rows 3 4,225 1408 2.32 N.S.

Columns 3 3,386 1295 2.14 N.S.

Rrror 6 2,426 606

TOTAL 15 12,530
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}

BOLTfiSS t Mean number per plot t 12.1

Coefficient of
variation t 4.2$

ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE

!agrees of
Freedom

Cum of
Squares

tiean

Square Variance Ratio

N. V 3. 1 6.25 6.25

Levels 1 0.25 0.25 -

Interaction 1 6.25 6.25
•

m>

Treatments 3 12.75

Rows 3 12.25 4.08 •

Columns 3 129.25 43.08 3.42 U.S.

Error 6 75.50 12.53

TOTAL 15 229.75
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BOSil.-«LL mTSOSOLOGIOAl DATAi

month

January

February

Maroh

April

May

June

July

August

'September

October

November

Pecember

TOTAL

Uainfall
1949 | 1939-4$ mean
sum. ! aum.

80.3

53.6

27.5

64.3

67.5

33.3

65.6

80.0

53.4

129.3

93.1

154.5

912.4

30,6

54.6

57. 8

53.1

67.9

56.1

86.8

89.1

73.7

69.3

30.5

56.9

326.4

Sunshine
1949 1939-48
hr&. Mean (fcre)

44. 0

93.1

106.6

133.7

194.7

241.8

176.5

124.5

111.8

51.2

55.5

42.9

1411.3

44.3

62.6

100.7

132.5

144.8

170.6

136.3

123.9

114.7

82.4

54.0

39.7

1212.1
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5£?nfiSlfG3;}»

(5) —« Journal, Ministry of Agriculture,
Vol, 34, 1927, p. 172.

(9) — iiotharasted Report, 1931. p. 194

(11) — Farming, Vol. 2. 1948. p. 153

(13) — Cralhstone, Aberdeen, Experimental results
private communication.

(2) E.M, Crowther & F. Ya.tes. Journal of Experimental Agric.
Vol. 9. 1941. p. 77

(3) S.M. Crowther Rothaaeted Report. 193S - 45. p. 56

(12) E.M. Crowther Rothaiasted Report. 1948 p. 27#

(7) tUV. Gamer Journal, Ministry of igrlculture. Vol.38.
1931. p.204

(10) B.J. Halliday I.C.I. Bulletin Wo, 7. 1948. p. 18

(4) A.W. Ling and British Sugar Beet Review. Vol. 2.
C. • Linley Wo. 21. 1929. p. 231*

(15) 0. Milne, H.Jones, Journal of Society Chemical Industry.
J.3. Willcox. Vol.50. 1931. p.155.

(14) J. Weyrnroi British Sugar Best Review. Vol. 2.
No.23. 1929. p.279.

(8) P. tayns British Rugar Beet Review. Vol. 11,
No. 7. 1939. p.199.

(1) S.J, Oytoes Bap. Journal of Experimental Agric•
Vol. 4. 1936. p.152.

(6) E.J. Sykee Journal, Ministry of Agriculture.
Vol. 38. 1931. p.162.
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ANALYSIS OF THE CUPAR .FACTORY RECORDS

GENERAL PROCEDURE IN THE ANALYSIS

Fieldsmen at the Beet Sugar Factory, Cupar, have

collected details of all beet crops grown in

their area for a number of years, and there

was an immense amount of data available for

this analysis. The records cover all

commercial beet crops grown in Scotland for

the past ten years, so it was considered best

at the beginning of the analysis to concentrate

on the records for three counties (Berwick,

Fife and Angus) and for four years (1943 to

1946).

Previous attempts at analysis have been based

either on the whole of Scotland or on

fieldsmen's areas. These latter divisions

are far from definite and often cover the

whole Or part of three different counties.



It was decided therefor© that these divisions

were unsuitable, and so the above t ree

counties were selected because of their

difference in climate and position# The

selection of counties was also influenced

to some extent by the number of growers in

each, as obviously a good-sized sample was

necessary to make the figures obtained of

any value at all# The four years were

picked at random#

In the actual calculation, all growers having

sown more than one variety were not

considered# This would largely have the

effect of cutting out farmers with large

acreages of beet, but it was necessary in

order to eliminate complications that would

have arisen if growers with more than one

variety had been included# This selection

had the effect of reducing the total



number of growers in each county "by from

30 - 55g.

Apart from this there vms no selection of any

kind in the sample of growers for each county

The various factors noted in the records were

graded, For example, date of sowing was

graded in weekly intervals from the beginning

of April till the end of May. The yield of

beet and the sugar content of the roots was

calculated for each of these divisions, A

slight inaccuracy arises from the fact that

with the yield of beet, the yield in tons per

acre was used and not the gross tonnage

consigned to the factory. This error

would not be large, as generally the acreage

of each grower did not vary to any great

extent. The sugar content figure in the



figure in the records consisted of a straight¬

forward mean of all the samples taken, and was

not a weighted average.

When the mean yields had been calculated the

factors, which obviously and consistently

influenced yield and sugar content, were

further subjected to statistical treatment

in the calculation of correlation coefficients

and partial correlations.

LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS

While the information from this analysis is of

some interest and value, there is little doubt

that variations not accounted for in the

records influence the yield much more than the

cultural factors. Notable among the first-

mentioned variations are, soil type and

fertility, climate and location, general

treatment of the crop by the farmer and the

human element in the fieldsmens' notes.



This fact is "brought out very clearly with

the partial correlations. For example,

the partial correlation for the date of

sowing and yield for Berwick 1945 is

0.268. While this is significant it

only corresponds to 7«18,« of the total

variation in the yield. This shows that

the factors considered in the analysis

do not have as great an influence on the

yield as many of the factors noted above,

"because it is unlikely that the sum of all

cultural factors influencing yield will

amount to much more than 30$. It is

obvious that while an analysis of these

records confirms in many cases the

findings of field trials, the fact that

unaccountable variation is so high rules

out any suggestion that it will provide

absolute proof of the influence ox" any one

factor.

13.1..



MEAN YIELDS FOB THE FOUR YEARS INCLUDED IN THE
ANALYSIS

The yield and sugar content of the beet varied

considerably from year to year, as is shown in

the two tables below.

Mean Yields (Tons/acre)

!

Year
Yield-3 Counties
Berwick, Angus, Fife

Yield-Scotland 1
(inc. ivorthuaberland) Difference

194-3 7.55 8.23 + 0.68

1944 6.45 7.10 + 0.65

1945 7.89 8.99 : + l.io

1946 5.92 6.57 + 0.65

Year Sugar $ -
Berwick

Sugar /I-Scotland
(inc. Northuaberland)

..
.

Difference

1943 16.63 16.91 + 0.28

1944 15.99 '
•

,■
16.01 + 0.02

1945 16.06 15.85 - 0.21

1946 15.63 15.97 + 0.34

Generally speaking, the figures for the whole of

Scotland are higher than those for the three

counties, but the same general trend in yield



and sugar content is shown. The exception

is 1945 where the mean sugar content for the

whole of Scotland is less than the mean for

the three counties. In these four years

(1943 to 1946) it is noticeable that when the

yield is low the sugar content of the roots

also tends to be low.

Even with the higher set of figures the mean

yields for the33 years are fairly low,

especially so in 19A4 and 1946. One very

striking feature is shown in connection with

the low yields of 1944 and 1946. In both

these years there ,is the lowest rainfall in

the four years for the month of May.

Hainfall for 1 ay 1943-1946 (in indues)

1 1 1Year i Marchmont, Leuchars, Dundee
Berwick fife Angus

1943 4.81 2.83 3.66

1944 2.74 1.72

3.83

1.93

1945

1946 1.41

4.35

1.82 1.71

4.02



In 1946 April also was abnormally low in rainfall.

There is little doubt that in a "dry" year

the practice of ridging in Scotland will be a

decided disadvantage, as this practice is

designed to dry out the soil as much as possible

It is not unreasonable to xsuppose that there is

some connection between the dry season and the

low yield and if this is so, ridging in such a

season (when conservation of moisture is

called for) is shown in rather a bad light.

It is shown in a later section that in 1946

the mean plant population was very low and this

too, may be a direct effect of the dry spring,

with an ensuing small yield as a result of the

low plant population.



 



EFFECT OF DATE OF SO /TNG ON THE YIELD OF SDCAR B2ET

Professor Aitken's Analysis (1946) (Table I)

In 1946 Professor Aitken calculated the mean yield

per acre for various sowing dates from the

Cupar Factory records. This analysis was for

the years 1944 and 1945 and covered all the

commercial crops in Scotland. The data for

each fieldsman's area was considered at the

same time. Only sowing date was taken into

consideration in this analysis.

There was an obvious progressive decline in the

yield with the advance of the sowing date.

This decline tended to accelerate towards the

end of April and the beginning of May, while

during the first three weeks in April the

yields remained fairly stable. The decline

was more pronounced in 1945 when the mean

yield for the year was higher. It was also



noted that for Northern districts it might

not be altogether advantageous to sow very

early, and a recommendation to sow ten days

later than Southern areas is included.

The figures show that the later the sowing date

the smaller the yield will be. The best

sowing date (with the exception of Northern

districts) would seem to be somewhere in the

end of I,larch or the first half of April, as

the yield declines rapidly after this,

THE 1941-1546 ANAIYSIS

In this analysis it was decided to concentrate

on counties rather than fieldsmen's areas.

The effect of sowing date on yield is

considered within these counties, as well as

for the combined counties. In these

calculations the whole sowing season was

divided into weekly periods from the 1st

April to 12th Kay. All crops sown earlier



 



than 1st April were included in the period

from 1st - 7th April, and all crops sown after

12th May were included in the last weekly-

period. There after the yield of each crop

was put in its appropriate period and the

mean yield calculated.

The Mean Yield of Beet for Combined Counties.
23301?

There was considerable variation from year to

year in the magnitude of the mean yield, "but

there is, nevertheless, a marlced downward

trend of the yields with the advance of the
J

sowing date within any one year. On the

whole, the fall in yield does not seem so

marked in aid-April - a fact brought out very

clearly in the four-year mean. A clear

advantage for early sowing is shown, with the

exception of the 1943 figure. This low mean

yield may be due to the fact that for this

period in 1943 there were no crops in Berwick.



 



The Berwick crops always tended to yield

higher than the other two counties, and the

missing high Berwick figure combined with

low figures for Fife and Angus will

probably account for the low mean yield

for early sowing in 1943. Late April and

May sowings gave inferior yield when

compared with earlier sown crops.

The Mean Yield of Beet for Separate Counties for
the four .year period 1943-1946. (Table III)

Over the four year period Berwick and Fife show

much the same features, although Berwick

tended to have much higher mean yields of

beet. Again there was a tendency for the

graph to "flatten out" in mid-April, with

steeper declines on either side. In both

Berwick and Fife there is little doubt that

earlier sowing results in higher yields,

while late sowing gives rise to low and

uneconomic yields of beet.



The mean yields for Angus present some difficulty.

On the four-year mean it appears that very

early sowing is not suitable for Angus, and at

best resulting yields will not differ much from

cx-ops sown before aid-April. This will be

discussed more fully in the next section.

With the exception of yields for very early

sowing, the same downward trend is shown as in

the other two counties.

The Mean Yield of Beet lor depurate Counties and
Individual Years (Tables4» 5 and 6)

Berwick and Fife give a consistent lowering of

yield with the advance of the sowing date.

There is an exception in the case of the first

*

sowing period in 194-5 when the yield is rather

sxnaller than that for the following period.

The difference in both cases is not great.

The sample for this period in each case is not

large and this may partly account for the

variation. On the other hand, rainfall



figures for March and April 1945 are very low

and this also may account for the rather lowex

yields for early sowing. One striking

feature is the consistent 5 to 6 ton/acre

yield given by May sowing.

As already noted, Angus presents rather a

problem regarding early sowing. For the two

years 1943 and 1944 the yield for very early

sowing is considerably less than that for the

next sowing date. The figures for 1st - 7th

April represent a very small number of growers

in
each case, and hence the figures will tend

to be less accurate than the others. For

instance, the very low yield for Angus 1943

for the 1st - 7th April represents only one

grower, and the one for 1944 - two growers.

This taken into consideration, it will be

noted that in no case is there, as in the

other counties, a considerable increase in



yield with very early sowing. It nay he

therefore that "beet sown any tine in the firs-;

fortnight In April will do equally well, as in

suggested by Professor Altken. It is worthy

of note that yields over ten tons par acre

seldom occur in sowing dates after aid-April*

The Effect of the Mean Sowing Date in any one Tea*
on the Yield of Beet (Table 7)

Method used ior finding mean sowing dates

The frequency with which the growers appeared in

any one sowing period in the given year was

determined. . .. number (*} was substituted

for the sowing date (April 1 - 7th = -2,

8 - 4-th = -1, May 6 - 12th = + 3) • The

product Fx was then determined. The sum oi

the products (fx) was divided by the sum of

the frequencies (F) to give an index of the

dates of sowing. The less ( s (f) ) was the eeM-ns*.

mean sowing date.

vJ ^ v T"m e.



Hesuits:

In 1943 to 1945 the mean sowing date, as shown by

the index number, remained approximately the

earns* In 1946 however, there was a definite

earlier sowing than the previous three years,

probably the result of good spring conditions*

It could be argued that the yield of beet

should on the average be higher than the other

years, if yield is increased by earl^ sowing,

This was not the case - the lov/est mean yield

of the four years occurred in 1946. The spring

of 1946 was however, noted for a drought and

this would probably result in beet plants

being slow to start growth, leading to a poor,

gappy stand* "When a similar test to the

above was applied to ■che plant population

figures, it was found that while 1946 had the

earliest mean sowing date of the four years,

it also had the lowest mean plant population



of the four years. It would seem then that

while dry weather conditions permitted early

sowing in 1946, they also gave rise to a low

plant population.

.ore ages Jov/h at Various . owin; ate a ('able B)

The four-year mean average of each grower in each

oounty for the various sowing period was

determined. Berwick gave by far the most
t

striking figures. The acreage for growers

sawing from 1st to 21st April remained fairly

constant around the 4.4 to 4.6 acre limit,

hut from the 22nd April onwards there is a

drop to acreages from 2.9 to 2.6. It would

seem, in this oounty at least, that growers

with smaller acreages tend to delay sowing to

a later date than those with larger acreages.

In the two counties of .Fife and Angus, this

tendency Is no-; nearly so marked, especially

so In the case of Fife. In Angus there is a



alight decline in the mean acreage with the

advance of the sowing uate hut it la not very j
definite and is not of any great magnitude.

Sowing lute and the Period froa Sowing to Singling
of the Crop:

There are indications that the earlier a crop is j

sown the greater will he the period from

sowing to singling. In other worus, u crop

early iio.vn devoioysjaoro slowly than a later

sown one. This is discussed aors fully under

the section on statistical treatment of

results.



STATISTICAL fh ,X AT W Of KLaJLT^

The Correlation between bowing late and other
?aotorn Influencing fields

1. vita in :I .iug late (Table 9)

?hs correlation between sowing bate and singling

date was of a fairly high oroer. This is

discussed more fully in the next section.

2 m '.vith Hrlid froa Sowing its lo la ling Dats.
( Table 9)

. '

The correlation between sowing date and sowing

to singling period is fairly high

( - 0m24 to - 0,53) in the three counties.

The coefficient being negative shows that aa

the date of sowing advances the period between

date of sowing and date of singling decreases.

In other words, the plants take longer to

reach the singling stage when early sown.

Anile this is so, there is no indication that

this period has any effect on the yield of

beet. All the correlations tetwfsn sowing

to singling period and yield are very low and



inconsistent - the coefficients being

+ 0.04, - Q.Op and - 0.15.

3. With Amount of Artificials Applied and Plant
Population: (Table 9)

Fhe coefficients show quite a variation in

magnitude but in both eases always remains

negative. This means that as the date of

sowing advances the amount of artificials

applied gets less and the plant population

decreases. With the exception of Berwick

(1943-45) correlation seens to be higher

between sowing date and plant population than

between sowing date and amount of artificial

fertilizer applied. Indeed only Berwick show$

any great correlation "between sowing date and

amount of fertilizer applied. The most

probable explanation of these correlations

between factors is not that each factor

exerts an influence on the others, but that

a good beet grower will tend to have the best



of all factors influencing his crop, and the

poor farmer the worst. A good beet grower

will sow early, apply artificials liberally,

and take care to have a good plant population,

while the .man who does'nt pay much attention to

the crop will sow late, not apply much

fertiliser and will have a poor plant

population through lack of care in singling and

inter-row cultivations,

Uitii Variety: A straightforward

calculation of a correlation coefficient between

sowing date and variety is impossible, and a

pooled estimate was calculated for two counties

Tais was accomplished by calculating the

correlation coefficient for sowing date and

yield within each variety and then finding a

mean value. The variation from variety to

variety was fairly large, ©specially where the

sample was very small. The pooled estimate did

not differ greatly from the direct correlation



"between sowing date and yield.

Sowing Tate
and Yield Pooled Estimate

Berwick 1945 - 0.447

Fife 1945 - 0.268

- 0.493

0.223

It can therefore be tentatively said that there is

little interaction between sowing date and

varieties. The main varieties used in the

calculations were Sharpsa* Klein "3",

John-son's R'uhn "3" and HF".

Summary; The highest correlations are between

sowing date and singling date and sowing-

singling period. In thd3e two cases it is

almost certain that the correlations are due

to the influence of sowing date on these

factors.

In the others (plant population and artificials)

the coefficients are lower and more variable

and it is doubtful if they are due to direct



ISO'

influence of sowing on these factors, and

is more likely to he governed "by the type of

"beet grower.

Sowing date and variety show very little

correlation.

The Correlation between Sowing Pate and Yield
(Table 10)

With the exception of Angus 1945 sowing date shows

a fairly high and consistent correlation with

yield. The correlation is negative - the later

the sowing date - the smaller the yield.

'"hen partial correlations were calculated to

eliminate the influence of plant population

and amount of artificials applied the

coefficient was considerably lowered and

still remained highly significant (Table II)
W<=N5

This^probably beca.use of the fairly large

G>fco\oaft.i .

number of o aaes in the sample.

SUlLIAItY 0? IS CULT 5:

1. There is little doubt that the yield of beet



la influenced "by date of sowing.

There is a definite decrease in yield with

the advance of sowing date.

Only in one ease (the county of Angus) does

early sowing not give an appreciable

increase in yield. This may "be due to the

emallness of the sample. In the case of

Berwick and Fife the earlier a. crop is sown

in April, the higher the yield will be.

Sowing beet after mid-April gives small and

probably uneconomic yields.
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EFFECT OF DATE OF SOWING ON YIELD OF BEET

All dates refer to the week beginning on that date.

table i

Professor Aitken's Mean figures for date of sowing in the years
1944 and 1945?

__

Yield in tons/acre

wing
ate

MARCH
18 25

APRIL
1 8 15 22 29

MAY
6 13 20 27

344 8.49 7.89 7.31 7.42 7.44 6.53 6.93 6.52 6.09 6.46 5.07

345 - 11.64 10.03 9.93 9.12 9.04 7.90 7.65 6.99 5.78 5.88

TJBLB 2

Yield of "beet for the three counties - Berwick, Fife, Angus
(combined) for years 1943. 44. 45 ana 46.

Yield in tons/acre

dng
,te

3

4

5

-6

mi

/46

APRIL
1

7.42

8.63

9.43

7.88

8.18

8

8.25

6.78

9.00

6.51

7.39

15

8.12

6.34

8.26

6.15

7.09

22

7.69

6.60

8.04

5.52

7.05

29

6.79

6.15

7.42

4.37

6.56

MAY
6

5.91

5.49

5.62

4.33

5.53
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TABLE 3.

Yield of Beet for the Three Counties
for the combined period 1943-46:

- Berwick, Fife, Angus.

Yield in tons/acre

owing Bate APRIL
1 8

1

15 22 29
MAY

6

srwick 1 10.20 9.70 8.24 7.88 7.57 6.09

■igus 6.87 7.43 7.10 7.20 6.55 5.86'
',fe 7.78 6.75 6.55 6.05 5.91 4.98

MEAN 8.18 7.39 7.09 7.05 6.56 5.53

TABLE 4

Effect of Late of Sowing in Berwickshire in years 1943-46:

Yield in tons/acre

-wing Bate APRIL
1 8 15 22 29

MAY
6

1943

1944

1945

J.946

11.07 9.77 7.94

11.42 8.73 7.90 7.73

11.90 12.48 10.89 9.24

7.99 7.37 6.70 6.06

7.91

7.11

8.33

4.90

6.36

6.23

5.30

5.19
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TABLB 5

effect of Late of .owing in Angus in years 1943-46:

Yield in tons/acre

1
wing Late

—1

APRIL
1

™

—|

8 15 22 29
MAY

6

1943 5.04 9.36 3.57 7.90 6.58 5.73

1944 6,22 6.86 6.33 6.43 5.76 4.91

0.9 45 9.90 9.57 7.66 3.16 7.49 6.99

H946 6.90 6.48 6.06 5.39 5.03 "

TABLE 6

Effect of Late of Sowing in Fife in years 1943-46:

Yield in tons/acre

iring Late APRIL
1 8

_

15 22 29
MAY

6

1943 7.54 7.20 7.07 6.77 6.12 5*03

1944 9.14 6.36 5.83 5.87 5.77 4.61

1945 7.45 7.59 7.78 6.62 6.65 5.28

1946
I

8.11 6.26 5.86 5.34 4.78 3.92
i
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TABLE 7

i

The Effect of Average sowing date in any one year on
Yield of Beet:

-—1
Year Index of Sowing Date Average Yield

(tons/acre)

1943 0.824

u ~ 1
■

7.55

1944 0.798 6.45

1945 0.867 7.89

1946 0.191 5.92

TABLE 8

Four-year Mean of Acreages sown at various sowing Bates:

owing Date APRIL
1 8 15 22 29

MAY
6

Berwick 4.66 4.39 4.66 2.89 2.75 2.57

Angus 3.50 2.68 2.99 2.68 2.47 3.16

Fife 3.86
'

3.79 3.82

.... — —

3.78 3.26 3.52
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TABLE 9

Correlation coefficients of Sowing Pate and other Factors
influencing Yield:

|
Sowing Pate &

Plant Population
Sowing Pate

& Artificials

I
Sowing Pate &
Singling Date

Sowing date &
Sowing-
Singling period

^dck 3945 - 0.312 - 0.321 + 0.513 - 0.532

■jus 1943 - 0.273 - 0.0439 + 0.428 - 0.492

■jus 1945 mm m + 0.528 -

•e 1945 - 0.146 - 0.016 + 0.659 - 0.238

■wick
3-1946 - 0.0716 - 0.370

TABLE 10

Correlation Coefficients of Sowing Pate and Yield:

1
Berwick 1945 Angus 1943 Angus 1945 Fife 1945 Berwick

1943-46

.C. - 0*447

-

- 0.256 - 0.0862 - 0.288 - 0.251
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TABLE 11

Partial Correlations of Sowing Pate and Yield when
influence of Plant Population and Artificials is
Eliminated:

Berwick 1945 Angus 1943
r~

Fife 1945 Berwick 1943-46

n
- 0.268 - 0.184 - 0.253 - 0.1614



THE EFFECT OF LATE OF SOWING- ON THE SUGAR CONTENT
OF SUGAR BEET

The data for one County was analysed - the county

of Berwick.

There was very little variation in the sugar

content at the different sowing dates. In

1943 and 1944 there was a tendency for the

sugar content to decrease with the advance of

sowing date, "but this decrease was of a very

low order. Otherwise there was no indication

that date of sowing influenced the sugar

content.

Lie an/



Mean Sugar Content j> - Berwick 1943-46:

L943 1944 1945 1946 Four-year
Mean

April 1-7 16.42 16.14 15.51 15.91
" 8-14 16.53 16.17 15.91 15.57 15.97

" 15-21 16.80 16.17 16.17 15.65 16.06

w 22-28 16.60 15.99 16.15 15.71 16.14

April 29-Me^ 5 16.62 15.88 15.92 15.49 16.13

May 8-12 16.52 15.90 15.36 15.33 16.07



 



THE EFFECT OF SINGLING DATE ON TI1E YIELD OF
SUGAR BEET

The four-year mean yields for the separate and

combined counties show the same downward trend

of yield with the advance of singling date as

with the sowing date (Table 1). The decline

however, is more rapid and in most cases the

graph almost assumes a straight line.

Correlation with Sowing Date;

Obviously there must be some strong connection

between sowing date and singling date, and this

is shown up in the calculation of correlation

coefficients between these two factors (Table 2)

All the coefficients are of a fairly high order

and are positive, showing that the later the

sowing date - the later the singling date.

Reference has already been made to the

correlation between sowing date and sowing to

singling period, it being shown that the sowing



to singling period is more protracted with

earlier sowing. This may seem at variance

with the high positive correlation between

sowing date and singling date which suggests

that the period between sowing and singling

remains roughly the same no matter the sowing

date. The reason is probably that neither

singling date nor sowing to singling period

have a high enough correlation with sowing date

to mask the effect of the other. In other

words, while with early sowing the sowing to

singling period may be longer, it is not

protracted enough to eliminate the correlation

between sowing and singling date.

Correlation with Yield.(Table 3)

The coefficients were all negative, showing that

the later the singling date - the smaller the

yield. With the exception of Berwick the

correlation coefficient for singling date and



yield is higher than that for sowing date and

yield, tending to show that singling date has

some added influence on the yield. This is

supported "by the mean yields where if sowing

and singling dates were identical in effect

the graph would coincide.

Partial correlations (Table 4) show that singling

date does exert some influence on yield, in

some cases a greater one that sowing date. |

Stage of growth and Singling Pate:

It is well known that plants singled when small

give higher yields than those late singled,

and if the singling date corresponds to the

stage of growth of the seedling, then the above

figures support this fact. It does not

necessarily follow that if a farmer singles

his beet at a comparatively late date that he

is singling beet plants which are well past

the singling stage. And hence it is



difficult to reconcile the singling date with

the stage in plant growth,

A much more probable explanation of the effect of

singling date on yield is that the earlier

the singling date, the longer is the growing

season in which the plant can grow, leading

to a higher yield. If this is correct,early

sowing is also necessary to bring the plants

to singling stage at an early date,

SULE.1ARY i

1. Singling date has an added effect on yield

to that of sowing date.

2, This effect may be due partly to singling at

an early stage of growth, or to the fact that

a longer growing season is given for the

plant to mature in.
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THE EFFECT OF SINGLING ON THE YIELD
OF BEET

TABLE 1

Four Year Mean for Individual Counties

Yield in tons/acre

County MAY
25-31

JUNE
1-7 8-14 15 - 21 22 - 28

JULY
29 June- 5

■erwick 10.73 8.72 8.67 6.95 6.36 5.47

mgus 8.39 7.62 6.58 5.57 4.92 4.87

life 7.20 6.46 6.22 5.74 5.34 4.74

for three
counties 8.04

— —

7.46 6.83 6.10 5.69 5.06

TABLE 2

Correlation Coefficients between Sowing and Singling Dates

County Year
Correlation
Coefficient

Berwick 1945

!

+ 0.513

Angus 1943 + 0.428

Angus 1945 + 0.528

Fife 1945 + 0.659



lis*-

TABLE 3

Correlation Coefficients for Sowing and Singling Date and Yield

County Year C.C. Sowing Date C.C. Singling Date
and Yield and Yield

Berwick 1945 mm 0.447 - 0.353

Angus 1943 - 0.086 - 0.178

Angus 1945 - 0.256 - 0.298

Fife 1945 - 0.288 - 0.337

TABLE 4

Partial Correlations for Singling Date and Yield when influenc
of Sowing Date is eliminated

| 1 1 1 !
County

■

Year

—

1 v
Singling Date & ! Sowing Date &

Yield (sowing fixed) Yield (singling fixed!

Berwick 1945 - 0.161 - 0.331

Angus 1943 - 0.216 - 0.149

Fife 1945

... . - —J
- 0.204 - 0.093
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THE EFFECT OF PLANT POPULATION ON THE YIELD OF SUGi
BEET

The same counties for the same period as sowing

date were considered. Again the factor was

divided into periods, in this case, plant

population from 16,000 to 23,000 plants per acre

at intervals of 1000 plants. All plant

populations less than 16,000 were included in

this group, and all over the 23,000 group were

included in it. The mean yields in tons per

acre were calculated for each plant population

group.

The Mean Yields for the Combined Counties(Table 1)

In each of the four years there was a decided

increase in yield with a higher plant population.

The increase is not so great after the 20,000

mark is reached, tending to show that plant

populations "below 20,000 give progressively much

smaller yields than those above. The four-year



 



means for the 21,000, 22,000 and 23,000 groups

are almost identical, which would suggest that

there is not a very definite increase in yield

for further increases in final plant population

figures.

When the mean yields for the years are high, the

increase in yield with increase in plant

population is much more marked. This is

shown in 1943 and 1945 when the mean yields

were 7.55 and 7,39 tons per acre respectively,

as compared with 6.45 and 5.92 tons per acre

for 1944 and 1946. The graph shows a much

more rapid rise in 1943 and 1945.

The Mean Yields for Separate Counties for the
four-year period 1943-46 (Table 2)

Again there is a progressive increase in yield

as plant population increases.

Angus and Fife show much the same characteristics

with a graph that varies between 4.8 and 7.5



tons per acre. The rise In yield is fairly

steady throughout, and there is not the same

suggestion of levelling out once the 20,000

plant population is reached, as in the

individual years.

Berwick give® a very spectacular rise in yield

as the plant population increases - the mean
/!©, ot&CS P6.n~ Ac.ia.6_ io /f.7 To/jj Pis.(4_ Aea.r A

yield rising froia 6.0 tons per acre at/s23,000

plants per acre* This corresponds with the

fact that in years of high yields the increase

is more marked, for Berwick has a much higher

mean yield of beet than either of the other

two counties. The very high rise in mean

yield (in the region of 2 tons per acre)

between 22,000 and 23#000 plants per acre must

be regarded with some caution, as in 1946

(a year with very low yields) there were no

growers with a plant population of 23#000.

This gives this group an unfair advantage



over the others, as they must of necessity

have "been lowered by the low yields of 1946,

The true four-year mean yield for the 23,000

plants per acre group in Berwick would probabljy

be much less than 11*71 "tens per acre if there

had been some yields in 1946 to consider,

but it would still be above the mean yield

for the 22,000 - 23,000 group.

The Mean Yield for Separate Counties and
Individual Years (Table 3* 4 and 9)

There is a fairly consistent rise in yfeld with a

higher plant population, although within any

one year there are cpxite considerable

fluctuations. Angus in particular gives

some very erratic graphs.

As before, higher plant populations in Berwick

show a greater increase in yield than in the

other two counties. One thing is very

consistent and that is the very low mean



yields (in the order of 5 - 6 tons per acre)

with low plant populations in all three

counties.

The Effect of Mean Plant Population in any one
year on the Yield of Beet (Table 6)

The index of plant population was calculated in

precisely the same way as the date of sowing

index described previously. Some comment

has already been made on these figures in that

section on date of sowing. Prom 1943 to

1945 the index remained within the limits of

0.9 to 2.1, but in 1946 there is a striking

drop to 0.49, and in the same year the lowest

mean yield of the four years is recorded.

Beference has already been made to the

exceptionally dry weather conditions in May

1946, and it is not unlikely that the low

plant population may be due to this drought,

thus giving rise to a smaller mean yield.

This is further discussed in the next section.



The Effect of Mean Plant Survival Percentage on
Mean Yield of Beet in Berwick (Table 8)

There is little difference between the mean stand

percentages for 1943 to 1945• The lowest of

the four years' survival rates is in 1946, and

the mean yield (for Berwick) is again lowest

in that year. This low survival rate is more

than likely connected with the drought in the

spring of 1946.

The reduction in stand is rarely less than 25$ in

any one year, and this again substantiates the

need for a high initial plant population.

Correlations between plant population and

percentage survival, and plant population and

drill width gave the following coefficients.

Berwick 1943 Fife 1944

Plant population
and Drill Width - 0.486 0.449

Plant Population
and Stand + 0.862 + 0.727



With drill width the plant population increases

as width of drill narrows, while with the stand

the plant population increases with higher

survival rates.

The influence of the stand is shown to "be high,

and while drill width must play an important

part in plant population, the stand is shown to

exert more influence than drill width. On the

"basis of this,stress must be laid on care being

taken to prevent undue loss of plants at

singling and during inter-row cultivations.

Mean Acreages in the Plant Population Groups
Cable 9)

The mean acreages sown in each plant population

group do not differ greatly. There is just

a suggestion in the means for Angus and Fife

that growers with larger acreages have higher

plant populations than the others, but the

figures differ only very slightly and are not

over consistent.



STATISTICAL TREATMENT

The Correlation between Plant Population and other
Factors Influencing Yield

1. With Sowing Date and Application of Artificials
(Table 11)

The correlation with sowing date was negative

showing a higher plant population with earlier

sowing dates, and positive with artificials

showing a high plant population correlated with

heavy application of fertiliser. (With the

exception of Fife 1945). This correlation

between these factors may be attributed to the

fact that all good beet growers will try to sow

early, apply artificials liberally, and have a

good plant population.

2. With Variety. One County and one year was

considered (Berwick 1945). The correlation

coefficient for plant population and yield was

calculated within three varieties - Sharpes

Klein "S", Johnson's Kuhn "F" and «t>w



The results were strikingly uniform as is

shown in the tahle below.

Sharpes Kuhn MEM Kuhn "P" Pooled
Estimate

Stra^itfnwac
calculation

+ 0.425 + 0.414 + 0.413 + 0.420 + 0.447 ;

With these figures in view it can be taken that

these three varieties have very little effect on

the final plant population, and that there is

no difference in influence exerted by each of

them.

The Correlation between Plant Population and Yield
(Table 6)

The correlation aoefficients between plant

population and yield were all fairly high

(0.3 to 0.4) and all were positive. This

indicates that the yield increases with the

increase of plant population.

Partial correlations were calculated so that the

effect of plant population on yield could be



ns-

seen when the influence of sowing date and

artificial application was eliminated. The

correlation coefficients were lowered quite

considerably, but the partial correlations were

nevertheless still significant. These partial

correlations are rather higher than those for

sowing date and yield, and would tend to show

that plant population influences yield rather

more than sowing date.

Summary;

1. Plant Population does influence the yield of

beet.

2. There is a definite increase in yield with

higher plant populations, with a tendency for

the increase to lessen at populations above

20,000 plants per acre.

3. The rise in yield is more marked in years of

high mean yield, and in Berwick (which has the

highest mean yield of the three counties).



THE INFLUENCE OF DRILL 7IDTH ON YELP (Table 10)

Drill width and plant population must be closely-

linked, and so mean yields for the various drill

widths were calculated to find their effect on

the yield of beet.

The mean yields for crops sown at various drill

widths were calculated for Berwick (four years

1943-46), and Angus and Fife (1943-1944). Only

in one county and for one year are there any

number of growers with a drill width of 22 inches

and less (Fife 1944).

In this case yields at this width of drill are

markedly better than for the wider drills,

The mean yield from 24" drills in Berwick is less

than for the 25" drill. The number of farmers

on 24" drills here is very small, and this

small sample may be the cause of difference

from the other two counties. The same



suggestion may also "be applied to the mean yield

for the 28" drill width for Berwick where there

are only five growers.

It will he seen that, generally, the smaller the

drill width - the higher the yield. There is

however, in most cases, little difference between
\

the yields for 25", 26" and 27" drills. There

is a notable exception to this in the 25" drill

width for Berwick where the yield for this size

of drill is substantially greater than that for

the 26" drill.

The most common drill widths shown in the records

lie between 25" and 27".

Correlation coefficients between drill width and

plant population were calculated for two

counties - Berwick (1943) ana Fife (1944).

They were - 0.486 and - 0.449 respectively

showing a fairly high correlation between drill



width and plant population. The negative value

indicates that plant population increases a3

drill width narrows. In the Tfider drill widths

few growers attain a plant population of over

20,000.

Summary:

There is little doubt that narrower drill widths

give higher yields than wider drills. This

advantage is more marked at the two extreme

widths, but 25" to 27" drills do not, in general,

show great differences in yield.



THE EFFECT OF PLANT POPULATION ON YIELD OF BEET

All plant population figures are in thousands per acre,

TABLE 1

Yield of Beet for the three counties - Berwick, Fife ana aigus
(combined) for the years 1943-44-45 and 46.

Yield in tons/acre

R 16-17 17-13 13-19 19-20 20-21 21-22 22-23 23 -

3 5.13 6.32 7.07 6.86 7.81

, r

7.67 7.32 7.89

4 4.34 5.24 5.79 6.49 6.60 6.92 6.94 6.78

5 5.53 6.33 6.66 8.07 7.73 3.48 8.66 9.69

■6 5.23 5.63 5.84 5.63 5.53 6.39 6.^9 6.68

-n

-46 5.12 " 5.84 6.20 6.72 7.02 7.54 7.44 7.64

TABLE 2

Yield of Beet for the three counties - Berwick, Angus, and Fife
for the combined period 1943-46.

_____

Yield in tons/acre

^lty 16-17 17-18 18-19 19-20 20-21 21-22 22-23 23 -
i i — ———

■Lck 6.10

4.88

4.74

5.94 7.25 7.75 8.21 9.04

6.21 5.92 6.32 6.63 7.19

5.66 5.50 ! 5.85 6.30 i 6.74

9.25 11.71

7.32 7.65

6.90 7.27

of 3
■ties 5.12 5.84 6.20 ; 6.72 7.02 7.54 7.44 7.64

__L
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TABLE 3

Effect of Plant Population on yield of Beet in Berwick in
__ Years 1943-46,

Yield in tons/acre

AR 16-1?
H"

17-18 18-19 19-20 20-21 21-22 22-23 23 -

43 6.96 5.66 8.47 7.59

1 1 11 "

8.65 9.22 9.47 11.05

44 6.31 6.45 7.06 7.54 7.47 8.14 7.78 9.94

45 7.05 6.78 7.79 9.07 8.85 9.80 11.24 12.42

46 5.73 5.84 6.58 6.83 7.44 8.16
L- -

7.35 -

TABLE 4

Effect of Plant population on Yield of Beet in Angus in
years 1943-46

Yield in tons/acre

AR 16-17 17-18 18-19 19-20 20-21 21-22 22-23 ICNJ

6 5.16 6.61 5.83 5.69 6.92 7.34 8.26 8.43

4 4.22 4.22 5.22 5.93 6.16 6.37 7.01 6.76

d 6.66 7.25 6.60 8.28 7.19 8.05 7.61 9.89

6 3.60 3.43 5.35 4.66 5.21 5.53

.

6.12

,. .j

6.39

i
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TABLE 5

Effect of Plant Population on Yield of Beet in Fife in
years 1943-4-6

Yield in tons/acre

16-17 17-18 18-19 19-20 20-21 21-22 22-23 23-

4.10 7.76

3.61 4.65

5.15 5.67

5.02 5.58

4.65

5.15

6.17

5.36

5.77 6.98 6.69 6.93 7.15

5.55 5.96 6.49 6.61 6.65

6.95 I 7.70 : 7.63 3.14 3.53
5.37 5.20 6.26 6.49 7.68

TABLE 6

The Effect of Average Plant Population in any one year
on the Yield of Beet

1

Year Index of plant
population ^ S |fx)j

Mean Yield
tons/acre

1
1943 2.12 7.55

1944 1.53 6.45

1945 0.939 7.89

1946 0.491 5.92
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TABLE 6

Correlation Coefficients of Plant Population and Yield

ounty & Year
1 ' " """""

'

Berwick 1945 .jigus 1943 Fife 1945
.

Berwick 1943-
1946

elation
coefficient + 0.447 + 0.311 + 0.405 + 0.426

TABLE 7

Partial Correlations of Plant Population and Yield when
influence of Sowing Bate and Artificials is Eliminated.

>»«M- 111. I ii ii ■■« ■—i !■ IIH rnmmmini. iihh—i«——>1———m»——»m —him in « iiinn j..i. . iim ■ i — n ni. »i . ■ i hi mm. ——nm

County & Year Berwick 1945 Angus 1943 Fife 1945 1

Partial
correlation + 0.264 + 0.215 + 0.383

TABLE 8

The Effect of Mean Survival Rate on Mean Yield of Beet
in Berwick 1943 to 1946,

f Year ' Mean Stand $
!

Mean Yield

1943 74.5 3.33

| 1944 74.2 7.51

1945 78.3 9.55

1946
■

69.0 6.50



T.JiLS 9

. Four-jeor mean of Acreage# a own at the various
lant papulations 1

ti

irnty 16-17 17-18 13-19 19-20 20-21 21-22 22-23 23-

irwlok 3.31 3.66 3.38 3.29 3.56 3.52 3.25 3.39

igus 2.38 2.05 2.16 2.41 2.52 2.78 2.74 3.03

ife 3.48 3.77 3.39 3.34 »■ 3.76 3.36 4.00 3.66

10

ffeot of I rill 'idth on Yield for Berwick (1943-46)
_ and ""ife l(1243iiii.anc.l 1^4) _

Yield in tona/acre

22" ana less 24' 25" 26" 27" 28'

7.43

3.73

3.27

6.90

9.20

6.52

6.26

7.86

6.52

6.03

7.10

5.96

6.36

9.46

5.34

7.74 6.96 7.13 6.64



7
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TABLE 11

Correlation Coefficienta of Plant Population and -.owing
Date and Artificial Adolieation.

.
Berwick 1945 Angus 1943 Fife 1945 Berwick

1943-46

■nt Population and
sowing Date - 0.312 - 0.273 - 0.146 - 0.0716

■nt Population and
-rtiflcials + 0.333 ♦ 0.281 - 0.051 -



THE EFFECT 0? THE PLANT POPULATION ON THE SUGAR
CONTENT OF THE ROOTS.

The results were calculated only for Berwick 1943

to 1946, and the same grouping of population as

in calculation of mean yield was employed.

Proa year to year there was quite considerable

fluctuation in the mean sugar content at the

various plant populations. The four-year mean

however, shows a tendency for a higher sugar

content with higher plant populations. This

can "be expected, as with high plant populations

the roots will tend to "be smaller and henoe have

a higher sugar content. When a plant

population of 19,000 is reached the graph tends

to flatten out, indicating that 3ugar content

does not increase to any great extent above this
; : - , ..

. v

limit. Below 19,000 plants per acre the rise

in sugar content is consistent and fairly rapid.
1

The low figure for the 23,000 group for 19^6

is to be noted, as the slight drop in the four

year mean is nrobablv accountable to -fcVHe

very low mean percentage.



lit

titan -u^tar Content for "lant ovulation for Berwiok 1943-46.

(Plant Population in thousands)

16-1? 17-18 13-19 13-20 20-21 21-22 22-23 23 **

11943 16,11 16.33 16.82 16,68 16.63 16.64 16.90 16.86

1944 15.96 15.66 15.0 16.05 15.96 16.05 16.14 16*12

1945 15.92 15.62 16.08 16.04 16.05 16.05 16.23 16.14

1946 15.46 15.70 15.68 15.74 15.74 15.68 15.98 15.17

BEAK
pimimiji'liiiiiiiiiiD »m

15.66 15.83 16,04 16.19 16,21 16.13 16.28 16.12



 



T4E EFFECT OP THE AMOUR? OF FARHYAH2) MANURE APPLIED
OR THE YIELD OF B.7ST

The applications of farmyard a,inure were divided

into groups from 3 tons/acre to over 16 tons/

acre with 2 tons/acre intervals. ,11

applications less than 3 tons/acre were placed

in this group, with the exception of crops

receiving no farmyard manure. It was decided

to divide the growers who did not apply

fariayard manure into two groups, and these two

groups were determined by the previous cropping

- after cereals and after potatoes or lea.

The Mean Yields for the Individual Counties.
(Table 1)

_

In Fife and Berwick there is a fair rise iri yield

between the 8 to 10, 10 to 12, 12 to 14 tons/

acre groups. The peculiar feature lies in

the fact that crops receiving no farmyard

manure, and coming after cereals (crops which

are not normally dressed with farmyard immure)

l%7 -



 



give a much higher mean yield than those

receiving 3 tons/acre of farmyard manure. In

Berwick beet crops receiving no farmyard manure

and following potatoes or lea give a higher

yield than those after cereals, but in Angus

and Fife the reverse is the case, although in

these latter two counties the difference in

yield is small#

The Mean fields for Individual fears and Combined
Counties (Table 2)

The mean yields for the individual years 1943 to

1946, with one exception, show an increase in

yield with increasing dressings of farmyard manujte

up to the 12-14 tons/acre group, and then there

is a gradual fall off in yield. In two

cases, the crops receiving no manure, even

after cereals, give a higher yield than those

receiving 8 tons/acre of farmyard manure, and

generally in the absence of farmyard manure

crops following cereals seem to do slightly



better than those following potatoes or lea.

It la noteworthy that the two years when the

3 tons/acre application gives an increase in

yield over no manure are years already noted

for dry weather conditions.

mean of the four year's resalta show the same

trends - a rise in yield for increasing

quantities of farmyard manure until the

12-14 tons/acre group is reacned, and then a

falling off of yield after that. In the four

year laean the difference between crops

receiving no manure and those receiving

3 tons/acre is very slight.



STATISTICAL TREATMENT

The Correlation between Application of rarmyard
I ..unure and Artificial "ertilizer.

The coefficient for one county and one year

(Lerwick 19455 was calculated and gave a figure

of * 0.211, -which is not high. The positive

coefficient shows that the amount of farmyard

manure applied increases with the amount of

artificials applied.

One feature which snow3d up vary well in the

calculation, ana which xaay explain the fact

that crops after cereals (receiving no farmyard

manure) give higher yields than those receiving

8 tons of manure per acre, is that where no

farmyard manure was applied a good number of

tne growers gave heavy dressings of artificials

-here no farmyard manure was applied 33a of the

growers gave 10 cwta/acre and more of

artifioials, whereas in the 0-1G and 10-12



tons/acre farmyard manure application groups

the percentage giving 1C cwta/aore find more

of artificials was 0 and 19^ respectively.

The Correlation "between Farmyard Manure
Application and Held of Beet.

The coefficient was again only calculated for

one county (Berwick 1945), and the figure

of + 0.153 was obtained. The positive

figure indicates that yield increases with

the increasing amount of farmyard manure

used. As can be seen, the correlation is

not groat, and it la lessened to negligible

proportions when, to eliminate the iniluenc3

of artificial fertiliser, a partial

correlation tor farmyard manure and yield is

calculated, (+ 0.076)

ariMnoY:

1. The application of farmyard .manure does

influence yield, although in this analysis

the influence is shown to be slight, and



is much less than other factor© previously

considered.

In "dry" years the 3 tons/acre application

gives an increase in yield over crops not

receiving fancyard manure#



|<U.

The Sffect of Application of Farmyard Manure on Moan Yield
of Augax Beet

ImnmiM—i—in<ii>Mrt» u»iiiibiniw i mani'■»irfinm.— w»w>rinmii »n>wnii »i» i iirnrm im»m» mm mm inmir ifini-rnnwtit i hw mi) i i ii"ri»"mnnrnii-ii-irii-iir-n'«ii-> -inmii niinimniirtiniirrTT
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table is

Mean Yields for the three Counties -.Eerwiek, Angus and Fife
for the ^otahined period 134>-46 (tana/acre.

Nil- after lea Nil-after
~1

8-10 10-12 12-14

"

14—16

'

i

or potatoes Cereals Tons Tons Tons Tons 16 Tons

Berwick 9.86 7.59 6.71 7.28 8.40 8.36 11.05

■JlgUS 6.70 7.08 - 7,19 7.18 7.34 6.62

If© 6.13 6.51 4.85 5.94 6.31 6.35 6.29

■BAN 6.99 6,88 6.51 7.02

— -

7.41 7.09 6.59

tasl!: 2t

Mean Yield in Individual Years and Combined Counties
r-ons/aore

■1943

*944

ri.945

1946

Mll

| 1 - -r———
Nil-after lea Nil-after 3-10 10-12 12-14 14-16
or Potatoes Cereale Tons Tons Tons Tons 16 Tons

7.30

6.34

7.63

5.60

6,88 6.05 6.72 7.25 7.87 8.38

6.68 6.83 6.99 6.81 6.36 6.02

7.80 7.297.96 9.17 7.57 7.33

5.53 6.01 6.11 6.23 6.04 5.76



The Effect of the uaount of Artificial Fertiliser
relied in Yield of Beet.

The same uethod as with the previous factor was

employed* The amounts of artificial fertilizer

applied were considered in four groups - 6 to 3,

8 to 10, 10 to 12 and over 12 cwta/acre. All

applications below 6 cwts/acre were included

in the 6-8 ewt* group* It was obvious at

the beginning of this section that the results

obtained would only give a very general trend*

The type of compound fertilizer applied by the

fanaers varied considerably, and in many cases

was not stated. It is obvious then that any

results obtained could only be applied to

amounts of fertilizer applied, and no guide

could be obtained as to the value of the type

of fertiliser applied*

The Flean Yield for the Combined Counties (Table 1)

The variation in the trends of the mean yields for

thm four wars ia considerable.. There ia a



 



alight general trend for yield to increase

with increasing amounts of fertiliser, but

this trend is by no means consistent* In

1944 the mean yields remained at almost

exactly the same level no matter the amount of

artificial applied, but in the other years,

while the mean yields remain fairly constant

for the first three groups (5-12 owts/aore),

there is a constant increase in yield for

applications of fertilizer over 12 cwta/acre*

The X*&n Yield for the Individual Counties for
Combined eriod 1943-1946 (Cable 2)

Berwick has a far sharper rise in yield with

increasing amounts of fertiliser applied than

the other two counties* The yield rises

steadily from group to group* As will be

shown later this increase is not wholly due

to fertilizer applied, and when the sowing

date and plant population Influence is

eliminated, the rise in yield will not be

i<K



anything like so rapid. Nevertheless

artificial fertilizer dees increase yield in

Bewick and up to a certain point (which !

cannot be determined in this analysis) beyond

the 12 cwt/aere limit, the yield of beet will

be increase by heavier artificial dressings.

Angus and Fife graphs give very little response

in yield to increasing amounts of fertiliser

applied. The highest variation in these

two counties is only half a ton approximately.

In many ways this supports the field trials

in these two counties (see section on

experiments) on the optimum manuring level.

The Mean Held of Beet for Separate Counties and
Individual Years (Tables 4 ano. 9)

These correspond in many ways to those for

separate counties (1943-46). Berwick gives

a consistent rise in yield in every year with

the exception of 1944, where dressings over

12 cwts/acre show a slight drop in yield over



the previous group.

Angus gives figures which are very erratic. In

1943 there is an increase in yield with

increasing amounts of fertilizer applied, hut

in all other years there is a decrease.

Indications ax® that heavy dressings of

fertilizer do not increase yield in aigus.

In Fife too, there ax© inconsistencies. Two

years give increases in yield, while the othejr

two do not show rauah variation. Even in

years where there is an increase in yield

there is not a great difference between the

6 cwt/acre dressing and the 12 cwt/aere.

Again the indications are tliat a medium

dressing of artificial fertilizer is as good

ae a heavy one.

two things must be considered with this

section which are not of great importance in

the others.



1* ollt ' ?h#»e imm yields oarer a whole

county and it will "be realised that

statfcsents made above cannot be applied to

every condition in any one county. Soil

conditions and previous cropping n»st be

considered of primary importance, and these

resuita as a background.

2. Aconomics* Another thing which has not been

considered in the economic limit of xuanuringj
Yhese results are not accurate nor complete

enough to allow such a consideration, but

from a practical point of view the increase j

in the yield of beet must give a profit to

at least cover the increased cost of

fertilizers for the heavier dressings.

Acreages sown in the Various Application Groups
iw« 2) _

Unlike sowing date and plant population, there

is a definite increase in the mean acreage

with increase in amount of artificial



fertilizer applied. The rise of the iaeaa

acreage in each county is pronounced and

conai3tentt and with very little doubt it could

be said that growers with larger acreages of

beet, i.e. probably those who take the

greatest interest in the crop, do treat the

beat crop jaueh better than others from a

aanurial point of view.



05 -^SULTS

The correlation between application of Fertilizer
ana other factors influencing yield {Table 10)

There is a fairly high correlation between the

amount of fertilizer applied and sowing date and

plant population, with the exception of Fife

(19455* with sowing date the correlation is

negative showing an increase in asiount of

fertiliser applied with earlier sowing# With

plant population the coefficient is positive stav¬

ing an increase in amount of fertilizer with

increasing plant population#

Again, as noted previously, this correlation will

probably be due not to a direct effect of

artificials on sowing date and plant population,

but to the fact that the better beet grower will

have the best of all three factors

The Correlation between Application of Fertiliser
and field (Table 7)

The coefficients of correlation between fertiliser

and yield were all positive, showing an increase



In yield with increasing amounts of fertilizer

applied, ""he highest coefficient, as can be

expected from numerical results, was for

Berwick, while that for Fife (1945) was

negligible. Perhaps the year 1945 for Fife

was a rather unfortunate choice as results for

it are erratic, while for two years (1943 and

1946) the results give a consistent rise in

yield.

Fhen partial correlations were calculated to

eliminate the influence of soring date and

plant population, the initial coefficients

were very much lowered, and were brought to a

level lower than that for the factors

previously considered. This would indicate

that the level of manuring Is not Important
as sowing date and plant population where

yield is concerned, but nevertheless, still

influences the yield quite considerably. To

improve the mean yield in Scotland the

ioi



suggestion would be to concentrate mm on th€

sowing date and plant population than

uanurial treatment*

iiUt&IATOfi

1* The amount of fertiliser applied does influence

the yield of beet*

2* The influence is greater in Berwickshire than

in the o shur two counties* In Berwick

the yield rises consistently with increase

in amount of fertiliser applied*

3* In "ife and Angus the indications are that a

medium dressing of fertilizer gives as good

results as heavier applications*



THE EFFECT 0? THE AKOUFT? OF ARTIFICIALS APPLIED
QW THE ISAN YIELD OF B.ST.

mm

Mean Yield of beet for the combined three
Counties and for Individual Years (tons/acre)

6-3 cwta. 8-10 owts. 10—12 cwte. 12 owts.

1943 7.04 7.58 7.62 3.34

1944 6.50 6.49 6.39 6.29

1945 7.38 7.91 7.76 8.91

1946 5.51 5.87 5.83 6.67

MEAN 6.91 6.99
. . . _

6.88 7.35
_i

TABLE 2i

Mean Yield of Beet for the three counties-Berwick,
.rjiguas and Fife for the combined period 1943-46
— _ , „ (Tono/acre) _

F

6.8 owts.

r* "

8-10 cwte.

r — _

10-12 cwta. 12 cwte
I' J 1 I-J~I

Berwick 7.04 3.07 3.69 9.98

Angus 7.04 7.16 6.88 7.68

Fife 6.48 6.05 6.29 6.75

T
MEAN i 6.91

•1
6.99

. _

6.88 7.35



1

TABLE 3t

Mean Yields for the County of Berwick for the
Individual Yeare 1943-46* (fona/acre)

6-8 cwts. 8-10 cwts. 10-12 owta. 12 cwts '

1943 7.39 8.35 9.97 -

1944 6.73 7.42 8.77 3.38

1945 7.92 9.83 10.23 12.95

1946 5.75 6.24 6.82 8.44

TABLE 48

Mean Yields for the County of Angus for the
Individual Years 1943-46. (Tons/acre

6-8 owta. 3-10 cwts. 10-12 cwts. 12 cwts

1943 6.85 7.67 8.24 9.31

1944 6.24 6.40 6.30 5.66

1945 3.13 8.01 7.68 mm

1946 5.67 6.31 5.34 5.94



1 ■ -1 ~

6-8 cwts. 8-10 cwta. 10-12 cwta. 12cwts

1943 6.22

JUJ

6.57 6.84 7.68

1944 6.50 5.88 5.75 5.88

1945 7.37 6.44 6.94 7.38

1946 4.66 5.40 5.68 6.42

TAB&S 51

Mean Yields for the County of Fife for the
Individual Years 1943-46 (?ona/acre)

TABL5 6»

Correlation Coefficients for Artificials and
other Factors influencing yield.

T
Berwick; Angus Fife j Berwick

1945 1943 1945 1943-46

vith sowing date

ith plaint
population

- 0.321 -&044 - 0.016 - 0.370

+ 0.333 *0.281 - 0.051

1



TABLE 7i

Correlation Coefficients for artificials and
____ Yield

— ——

Berwick
1945

angua
1943

Fife
1945

Berwick
1943-46

c.o.
.artificials

and Yield
+0.4033 +0.2032 +0.008 + 0.270

T.ABLA St

Partial Correlations for Artificials and Yield
when influence of Sowing late and Plant

.Population is eliminated.

Berwick 1945 Angus 1943 Fife 1945

Partial
Correlation + 0.187 + 0.122 Negligible



TABLE 91

Four Year aeaa Acreage© sown at the various
Kates of implication of Artificials.

6»f ewts. 8-10 cvrts. 10*12 Cwts. 1 fA- rff.jupnni

Berwick 2.63 3.44 4.46 4.56

Angus 2.17 2.60 3.23 3.39

Fife 3.14 3.26 3.93 4.51

TABLE 10:

orrelation Coefficients between Application of
Artificials and other factors influencing

Yield
_

Berwick
1945

Angus
1943

Fife
1945

Berwick
1943-46

Artificials &
sowing date

Artificials &
plant pcguJat&Xi

- 0.321

♦ 0.333

-0.044

+0.281

-0.C16

-0.051

- 0.370

mm



THE EFFECT? OF THE AMOTJHT OF ARTIFICIAL FEBT2LX3SH
Aw-LILD OH TIC 3UQAE CONTENT OF Tig H00T3

fhe mean sugar content of the roots was calculated

for Berwick 1941 to 1946. The same grouping of

amount® of fertilizer as for calculation of mean

yield was employed.

The results ho not differ greatly in magnitude.

In 1944 and 1945 the mean sugar content is almost

static no matter the amount of fertiliser applied,

There is however, a slight downward trend of sugar

content with increasing amounts of fertiliser

applied* This is quite probable, as increasing

amounts of fertiliser mean increasing amounts

of nitrogen applied and therefore a decline in the

sugar content. The decline In this case,

however, is anoh too small and inconsistent to

warrant much comment.



Moan Sugar Content for oaount of artificial
Fertilizer .vgplied — BERWICK; 1943-1946

5-8 cwts. 8-10 cwts. 10-12 errfes# 12 cwtffl.

1943 15.66 16.63 15.56

1944 16,0 16.01 16.0 16.02

1945 16*08 16.10 16.05 15.39

1946 15.72 15.70 15.51 15.58

kcam, l(y . Z\ ifc. i«+ l-a. is-77 •

I

v



The .Offeet of Top Dressing on the Mean Yield
of ->e S

The number of growers recorded as using a top

dressing was relatively small, and all that

could be done with this factor was to consider
1

the types of fertiliser used. Besides the

siaall number of growers, it was not worth

considering the amounts of fertiliser used as

this varied within a very email range

(i - 2 cwta/acre)•

The results (Tables 1 raid 2) are not very

consistent, but at no time ia top-dressing
, * ' 'i

shown to have any advantage over the

application of all the fertilizer at sowing

time* - f If anything, the reverse is true, as

is shown when top-dressing (no matter what

type of fertilizer) is compared with crope

receiving no top-dressing.

In many cases a top-dressing is applied to back¬

ward crops, or to crops that have >»«»« damaged



by mm*,, pest or disease. Hence this analysis

is not w altogether .Accurate method of

Judging the effect of top dressing, as the

crops receiving the dressing may have hean

substantially damaged, and therefore must give

low yields.



THE EFFECT OF TOP DBS3SXNO ON THE MEAN YIELD OF
BEET.

TABLE ll

Hean Yields of Beet for the Two Counties -

•A tun wxTGmiitfm££9B31B m&wo&m
Tons/acre

No top
Dressing

Nltro !
Chalk

Sulphate of
Ammonia

Nitrate
of soda

n

AngttS 7.24 6.94 7.49 5.50

Fife 6.26 6.IB 6.52 6. 44

DerwioJ 6.75 6.64

11

6.58

— — -

6.07

As on for two Counties - No top-dressing » 6.75

Top-dressing • 6.49

TABLE 2 i

Mean Yields for Individual Years and
Combined. Counties (Tona/aore)

1
No top-
dressing

Nitro
Chalk

Sulphate of
^kaaonla

Nitrate
of 3oda I

1943 7.61 7.44 6.84 6.74

1944 6.24 5.93 5.65 4.53

1945 7.35 7.82 7.25 5.03

1946

1
5.74 5.92 3.32 5.53



THE SFFBCT 0? APPLICATION OP AGRICULTURAL SALT ON
YIELD OF T#

■inn ■mmi MMii iin I iiniiii iin11 ■ i in" ~)i i r ii i"> "i r - "ii i r II i w nniiin rii)- i—«•*«**»>,« vtrntmr.-awwnemiii

The Tables (1 and 2) firing mean yields for

combined counties or combined years sire

consistently higher figures for crops where

salt has been applied, even though in some

cases the difference is very slight# however

in individual counties for separate years

(Tables 3 to 5) Angus and Fife show quite a

number of inconsistencies where crops receiving

no salt give higher yields than these receiving

salt#

It is doubtful if much reliance can be placed on

these figures of mean yields for salt

application,as in many cases the number of

growers applying salt is very small# Another

thing that is certain, is that nearly all who

apply salt will be the most progressive beet

farmers, and therefore, on an average, even

without salt they would have higher yields than



2| + .

them the oth«re#

Correlation coefficients for application of salt!

and yield of boot, and application of salt «d

artificial fertiliser wit calculated for

Berwick 1943 (a year and county where crops

receiving salt gave a higher usan yield tiian

those not receiving salt}* those figurea

showed a positive correlation between yield aid

application of salt, hut the coefficient was of

a vary low order { + 0*09)• The correlation

between application of suit and artificials

was also positive (crops receiving heavy

daresalngs of fertiliser also received salt)

and this coefficient was higher (* 0*142)*

a partial correlation been calculated the

coefficient for application of salt and yield

would have been lowered considerably, and hence

would have become a negligible quantity* All

this indicates that salt docs not play a very

important part la the manuring of the beet orcp



This ia also demonstrated in experiments

with salt in shia county*
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Tdz of ^PLiCA-non o?
■ mmmrnm ?? ■&•■> OF BYB|

Tafi^ It

Mean Yields for the three counties - Berwick, Fife
and Angus for the combined Period 1943-46

(Toha/acre)
_>1 ■« nii«w» imum'ii» .-ma*. MimituwmmmmmiM* "■ i m>h wnwawij ii mwi'wIhnwwinwuee

Berwick ..ngtto
1

Fife Mean

No Salt 7.77 7.07 6.25 6.90

Salt 3.38 6.97 6.81

. 1
7.43

?.ai3 2t

lisaa. Yields for Individual Years and for the
C oiab In®d :: ountie a (Tons/ao re)

1943 1344 1345 1946

No Salt 7.48 6.44 7.77 5.85

Salt 6.09 6.47 3.83

- - _i

6.58
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TABLE 3 a

Mean Yields for the County of Berwick for the
Individual Years 1343*46 (Tons/acre)

1943 !
'

1344 1345 | 1946

Fo Salt

Bait

- 1

8.21

3.79

1

7.44

10.91

9.31

11.00

6.41

8.69

TABU 4:

Mean Holds for the County of Angus for the
Individual Year® 1943-46 (Tons/acre)

1943
r

1944 1945
I

1946

Ho Salt

Salt

7.70

3.35

6.33

6.28

7.92

7.38

5.57

6.57

lYiM UA-i 5 i

Mean Yields for the Ccuaty of fit* for the
(?ona/aore)

1343 1944 1945 1946

No Salt

Salt

6.82

6,14

1

5,36 ! 6.77

6.44 3•01

5.68

5.85



 



TillS EFFECT OF VARIETY ON YIELD 0? BI2ET

Only six varieties could be considered, as all

the others had too few growers to give a mean ,

of any accuracy. Of these six, three

generally had a small number of growers

(Battle*s 2f "ebbs Mo# 2 and Oarton*s C),

while the remaining three (Sharps * a Klein 22,

Johnson*s Kuhn E and Johnson's *uhn ?) had

a substantial number of growers. The mean

yields for each of theee six varieties were

calculated#

lean Yields for Individual Years and Combined
Counties C "'able 1)

As was noticed the factors previously considered t

mean yields for the varieties were much lower

in 1944 and 1946 than in 1941 and 1945# There

was some slight variation in the performance of

the varieties from year to year, but this

variation did not show any relationship to the

season#



Throughout the four years Sharp© * a Klein E.

maintained its place as highest yielder of the

six varieties. The difference in yield

between this variety and the others is quite

considerable in soiae years. The variation

among the remaining five varieties was not

great, but generally Tebb*s Wo, 2 and Battled

E, give lower yields than the others.

The mean of the four years levels out the graph,

but :harpe * s "lein E, still remiss

•substantially superior to the other varieties,

Johnson'a Juhn E, and Johnson's "uhn P, occupy

an intermediate position, while the remaining

three varieties (Webb's Ho, 2, Battle's E, and

Gorton's C) give the lowest mean yields but do

not differ greatly amongst themselves.



 



Mean fields for the individual Counties and the
Combined .•'erlod 1943 -» 1946 (Table 2)

Berwickshire tends to have higher aean yields than

the other two counties, and Angus higher mean

yields than Fife#

.again Sharp#*s Me in E# has considerably higher

Mean yields in all three counties than the

other varieties. Johnson's Fuhn P. in Angus and

Fife gives slightly higher man yields than

Johnson's Kuhn B#, but in Berwick the reverse

is the case# Carton's C# in two counties

(Berwick and Fife) gives yields comparable to

those of the two Johnson varieties, but in ingus

gives yields much lower than all the other

varieties# Webb's No# 2 and Battle's E. are

very similar in mean yields, which in Berwick

and. Fife are lower than all other varieties.

It might be said that in 1343 (a year of high mean

yields) there were no commercial crops of

Battle's E, and therefore, in this set of mean



Sl-l *

figures this variety :aay lis at a disadvantage.

In the previous section, however, it will he

notsfi that Battle's 2# occupies much the same

place as it does in this graph. It must be

stressed too that in the three varieties *»

Battle's S., .'ebb's Ne« 2, and Barton'® C», thi

number of growers was email compared to the

number for the other three varieties.

Mean Held® for Individual Years and Individual
"oantl?« ;^1»b j, 4 21

vith these finjures the mim general trend a® in ti e

previous section was shown. There mi® some

variation in the position of some varieties froa

year to year but this took place isainly within

the varieties with a small number of growers.

Sharps'a Klein £• consistently maintains a

hijier yield than all other varieties, with the

exception of three figure® (out of twelve) when

the sac an yield of Sharp#*® Idle in 5. is almost

equalled by that of another variety (either

'artan'a C. or "ebb's ft©. 2).



Percentages of Jrov7©rs In each Year growing each
Variety ( Cable 6)

The number of growers for each variety was

calculated as a percentage of the total of the

six varieties.

There is a steady increase and a steady decline in

the grower# of Sharp®*# Elein £• and Johnson*®

Tuha P. respectively. The number of growers

of Johnson?® J'uhn £• and Jartan*a C. is fairly

consistent, while iebb* s flo. 2 shows a slight

increase in the number of growers in 1945 and

1946* Battle's 2., as has already been noted,

had no growers in 1943, and with the exception

of 1945 does not seem to find favour with

Scottish farmer®.

StESUir/t

1. Sharp®'a Klein 2. gives consistently superior
«*

yields to all other varieties.

2. The other five varieties do not differ greatly

in mean yield.

3. Johnson's Kuhn E». Johnson*m » —*



Sarton*® 0. give almost equally good yields,

with the exception of Angus where larton'a C*

has a lower mean yield than Webb's Ho* 2 and

Battle's I*

"ebb's Ho* 2 and Battle's B* generally give

mean yields inferior to those of the other

varieties*



Vilf .

THE EFFECT 07 V.UIBTY ON ELAN XXE1X OF .BEET

TABLE It

The : eari Yields for Individual Years and Combined Thrde
Counties (fona/aora

II: Klein E. ;:uhn E. Kvkkai P Webb's Carton's
r

Battle's

1943 9.18 7.18 7.24 6.36 6.54 -

1944 7.10 6.18 6.16 5.25 6.54 6.00

1945 8.80 7.66 6.91 7.55 7.46 6.49

1946 6.63 5.57 5.53 4.91 5.18 4.91

■IEAH 7.30 6.55 6.68 6.05 6.32 6.19

TABLE 2t

..ean Yields for Individual Counties and the Combined period
., .

rile in E. K&m E. 'uhn P. Webb's Carton's Battle * a

erwick 8.87 7.50 7.21 6.60 6.94 6.44

=01gtt3 7.57 6. 66 7.00 6.88 5.84 6.73

ife
... .in. urn in mum

7.07
'

6.05
■

6.20 5.15 6.11 5.38

EEAN 7.30 6.55 6.68 6.05 6.32 6.19
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TABLE 3»

Mean Yields for the county of Berwick and for
individual Years 1941-46 (Tone/acre)

Klein 2. KUhn E. Kuha P. /ebb's Oarton* s

- , - -,

Battle * a

4.943 10.15 7*39 7.62 6.77 7.39 m

-.944 3.33 7.56 6.43 6.34 7.20 7.69

! 11.03 9.04 7.96 6.53 8.75 6.07

^946 6.30 6.03

—

6.30 5.73 5.50 3.98

TABLE 4I

Mean Yields for the county of ;jn,ius and for
Individual Years 1943-46 (Tons/acre)

Klein £* Kuhn 2. iruhn P. v»ebb * s Oarton's Battle's

=943 8.96 7.78 7.55 7.27 5.80

*944 6.81 5.93 6.12 5.52 6.05 6.12

S45 3.37 7.54 7.22 3.39 7.59 7.22

—346 6.51 5.55 5.28

1

4.88

J
3.82 4.51
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T.YBLY 5:

Mean Yields for the County of Fife and Individual
Years 1941-46 (Tone/acre

Fiein E. Puhn £• Zuhn P.
— ,

ebb * s Oarton * s Battle* a

H943 7.90 6.56 6.65

"

6.04 5.84

1944 ; 6.40 5.85 5.99 4.28 6.45 5.36

4945 7.70 6.70 6.37 6.60 6.98 5.28

-t.946 6.57 5.39

- ...

5.49 4.63

Mi. .

5.34 6.00

TABLS 6I

Percentages of Growers in each year growing each
>^ety ___

— —.—

Fiein £• uhn E. Fuhn P. Webb * a Carton's Battle's

H043 21.9 24.1 45.6 5.2 3.3

a? 44 36.2 31.2 23.1 4.0 2.9 2.6

■345 43.5 17.9 21.2 6.3 3.0 8.1

i) 46 42.4 24.9 17.4 9.6 4.2 1.5



 



THE EFFECT OF VARIETY ON THE SUGAR CONTENT
0? THE ROOTS

The same growers considered for variety and yield

were used in the calculation of the sugar conten

means, therefore the comments on the percentage

of growers for each variety in that section |

apply equally in this section*

The liean Sugar Contents for Individual Years and
Combined Counties (Table 1)

In 1343 the mean sugar content was much higher than

that for the other three years* The graph ehowp

plainly that there is very little difference

between the mean sugar content for 1944, 1945

and 1946#

The four year mean does not differ greatly from

the previous graphs, with the exception of the

very low figure for Battle's E* Again this

may be attributed to the fact that in 1943

(a year of exceptionally high mean sugar content)

there were no growers with this variety,



 



Consequently, a much lower and inaccurate

mean for the four years is obtained for

Battle's E#

The Mean ugar Contents for Individual Counties
and the Combined Period 1943-46 (Table 2)

There is very little variation between the mean

sugar contents for each variety between each

oountyj the difference never exceeds 0#5$#
F> PC

The inconsistencies are in Berwick where

HL A.

Johnson's Kuhn P. gives a higher sugar content

than Johnson's Fuhn E.# while in the other

two counties it is lower. And also in

Berwick Battle's I# gives a higher content

than Carton's C#, while in Angus and Tife it

has a lower sugar content# These

differences, however, whether higher or lower,

are of a very low order#

The Mean Sugar Contents for Individual Counties
and .Individual 'iaara (Tables 3« 4 and 5>)

There is little difference between the general

trends of these results and the trends of the



means already discussed* There is ofcourse,

more variation, especially amongst the three

varieties with small numbers of growers*

JUS&likKY*

1* The two Johnson varieties (Kuhn S* and

Kuha P) show the highest mean sugar contend*
2* Jharpe• a Hie in S*, 'ebb's Ho* 2, and

Battle's 2* remain approximately at the

same level of sugar content*

3* barton's C* is generally the lo\?est in sugar

content#
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07 VARIETY Off SUGAR CONTENT OF HOOTS

table ii

wean Sugar Contents (;») for Individual Years and
Combined Counties

Jfle in B. Ifuhn H, ~uhn P. Webb' s

n

Carton'a Battie*a

1943 16,55 16.31 16.72 16.73 16.35 mm

1944 15.80 16.03 15.93 15.75 15.53 15.31

1945 15.63 15.92 15.35 15.73 ll?« 23 15.43

1946 19.85 15,13 16.06 15.73 15.43 15.33

MEAN 15.39 16.24 16.29 15.97 15.70 15.56

TitBLE 21

Mean Sugar Contents (,') for Individual Counties and
Combined Period 19i3-»45

Klein £« Kuhn E# iCuhn P. Webb»s
j ■■■
Carton's

r
Battle•a

■Berwick 15.92 16.26 16.35 16.17 15.73 16.04

■ague 15.39 16.23 16.44 16.08 15.97 15.43

■if® 15.35 16.24 16.14 15.31 15.49 15.47

MEAN 15.39 16.24 15.29 15.97 15.70 15.56



T.'uSLE 3»
hkwmii \tmmmmmrnmm

ileaa :ngar 'ontents { *) for Individual 'fears for Berwick

1 lein E.
L__

—

ICuhn E, Kuhn P. Webb * s

— - n
Barton*s

—

Battle's

-.943
|

16,47 17.0 16.73 16.66 16.43 mm

.944 15.39 16.29 16.03 15.39 15.60 15.39

.945 15.96 16.19 16,23 16.09 15.67 16.27

.946

—
.

15.57

i
15,93 13.79 15.83 14.99 15.03

At

,,ean Qu,sar Contents (') for IncIvifiaal Tears for .;mgua

Klein 2. Tuhn S. Kuhn P. Webb's

r—»—

Barton's Battle•s

]. .

4943 16.64 16.34 16.82 16.30 16.59 «,

1944 13.77 15.94 15.90 15.84 15.94 15.38

.945 15.52 15.35 15.91 15.39 15.06 15.38

946 16.02 16,25 16.06 15.51 15.56 16.06
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m

litan :>u*?ar Contents (;') for Individual Years for Tift

-
- * -

Klein !• J uhn B. JCuhn P. Webb * s barton's Battle * s

1943

1944

1945

1946

16.53

15.77

15.53

15.98

16.73

16.05

15.77

16.14

16.59

15.91

15.69

16.11

16.64

15.55

15.58

15.79

15.60

15.31

15.21

15.75

15.90

15.16

15.63



 



•it. of y*;;z:ct oft xr o? -:*?3A3 ?ek acre

?hy> ,^fpe fpqi,

Of tiie six varieties considered, four are *E"

strain® and two are "If* atrains. The two

"H" strains are Johnson's Kuhn ?• and "ebb's

to, 2, the remaining four lain# "IS" strains*

•On the basis of the four year figures for the

combined counties, these varieties are not

altogether consistent with this

classification, Sharps's "lain E, is a

typical high yielding and comparatively low

sugar content beet. The two Johnson

varieties, however, dis?3lay very similar

characteristics with a moderate yield and

moderate ntgar content {corresponding to the

WDW type of beet), '."ebb's ?Jo, 2, while having

a lower aean yield .and sugar content than Efthaf*

and . uhn P, ale© shows the characteristics of

an "H" strain- lien the fact that there were
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no growers with Battle*a B. in 1943 {see before)

is considered, it is probable that it would

have a strong similarity to ebb * s No. 2.

Garten*a C,, while having the low sugar

content of the MB* strains of beet, has a low

mean yield which is not characteristic of this

type of beet.

The 3gyggg, Yield*

This is obviously the only accurate means of

judging the value of any particular variety.

The sugar yields were calculated from the mean

yield and the mean sugar contents of the

various counties.

The Hean Yields for the Combined Counties and the
Combined Period 1943-46 (Table 4)

The yield of beet ia shown to have a much greater

influence on the yield of sugar than the sugar

content.

Of the six varieties Sharps*s Klein 3. is by far

the best producer of sugar. Johnson*s uiin E.



 



and Johnson's ruirn P. occupy an intermediate plao

in sugar yield - there teeing little difference

"between the two means. "ebb's Wo. 2, Jarton's

C., and Battle's E. are the lowest yieiders of

the six varieties, but there is not a great

variation in yield between these three varietie

Tm ilean Yields for Individual Counties and the
Combined Period 1941-46 (Tables 1. 2 and 1)

The graphs for these results do not vary auoh fro

those for variety and yield of beet.

In every county hmrpe's Klein E* ia shown to be

quite considerably superior to the other

varieties. Johnson's .uhn P. la the next best

producer of sugar, and ia closely followed by

Johnson's J uhn B. ebb's Wo. 2 and Battle's £

are lower in sugar yield in Berwick and Fife,

but the two varieties put up a much better

performance in Angus* especially ebb's Ho. 2

which ia third in order of sugar yield in this

county. Gorton's 0. gives good yields in



Berwick and Fife, but is decidedly inferior in

jtigus where it gives the lowest wean yield of

the six varieties.

SOHHARYt

1. It would appear from this analysis that

harpe* s ivlein 2. can normally be relied

upon to give the highest sugar yield of

these six varieties.

2. the two Johnson varieties (uhn £• and Kuhnl$

give very similar results and have

intermediate yields.

3. (Jarton's 0. put up a better performance in

Berwick and Fife than in Angus.

4. The reverse is the case for .ebb * a No. 2 and

Battle's E*
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YXGLB. KJS a QCNTEW'f .JO GO ^ YIELD or vf > UcTI

TABLE H|

"'or Berwick 134i«»46

Variety Yield(Tons) 3a.jar (,<) ugar(cwte)

Klein E. 8.87

-MHU#JU —

15.92 28.25
John S. 7.21 16.35 23.58 avn.v
ffohn P. 7.50 16. 26- 24*39 Aw-
Barton*s 6.94 15.73 21.83
Battle's 6.44 15.04 20.65
We¥b* s

-■

6.60

-J

16.17 21.34

2:

jag-Jam laifcdi

Variety Yield(Tons) Gugar (;') Gugar(cwts)

Klein E. 7.57 15.89 24.06
Euim S. 6.66 16,23 21,62
Euhn P. 7.00 16.44 23.01
Garten*® 5.84 15.97 13.65
Battle's 6.73 15.48 20.84
'vehh * m 6.88 16,08 22.13
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TABLB 3I

"or ?ife 1943-46

v^ri# ty Yield(Tons) ",V;ujar(.j Gugar(cwrta)

Eleia E. 7.07 15.35 22.42
Euhn £• 6.05 161^4 19.65
I'uhn P. 6,20 16.14 20.01
Garton*a 6.11 13.49 13.92
Battle * a 5.33 15.47 16.64
.".ebb* a 5.15 15.31

.

16.29

TABIA 4I

?oy -cabined Counties (1343-1946)

Variety Yield(Tons) Ougar(^)
...... ... .

u^&rCewta)

Klein B. 7.80
ljMj.lj.UW IULIUW f

15.89 24.79
Juhn 5* 6.55 16.24 21.27
Kuhn P. 6.68 16.29 21.76
Oarton'a 6.05 15.70 19.00
Battle * s 6.32 15.56 19.66
Webb*a 6.19 15.97 19.77
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Gsiemi cowcLPi'.ioifsi

Some of the general facts brought out in this survey are

summarised below.

.10 ING DATIi: '"ith the exception of an jus, there is

abundant evidence, both in field experiments and in

the suilysis of the factory records, that the earlier

a crop is sown in April the higher the yield will be.

With crops in Angus there is an indication in the

factory records that crops sown any time in the first

fortnight of April do equally well as crops sown very

early in April.

There are few experimental results from crops sown in

Ziarch, but it ia possible that non-bolting strains

of beet sown in March will give higher yield© than

those sown in April.

There is little doubt that crops sown after the middle

of April do not give the best possible yield of beet.

SINGLING SATS« The analysis of the factory records



Page a.

shows that an early singling date has a beneficial

effect on the yield of beet. This increase in yield

may be due to singling at an early stage of growth or

to the fact that early singled plants have a longer

growing season. "roia a field trial we have

confirmation of the results of hglish experiment®, that

plants singled when small in siae do give a substantially

higher yield than plants singled at a later stage of

growth.

TYP..: OP SS'SDt Allied to singling is seed treatment, as

such treatment is usually designed to facilitate

singling. Segmented seed is shown by trials to yield

little less than crops from natural seed, and there is

an appreciable saving in the time required for singling.

Rubbed and graded seed also gave almost identical

yields as crops from natural seed. Unfortunately in

this case, singling was not timed.

Pelleted seed, designed to supply nutrients to the plant
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immediately they are required, did not give an increase

in yield over natural seed.

PL-US'? P'OPtTLATIOnt There ia a definite increase in yield

with higher plant population shown in the analysis of the

factory records. hile the percentage stand i© shown to

have a greater influence than drill width on the plant

population, there is ample evidence that the latter does,

by means of a higher population, give increased yields.

This is shown "both in the analysis of the factory records

and in field trials. Drill widths of IS ins. and

singling widths of 8 ins. have been included in field

trials, but while giving high yields, there are figures

which show that survival rates at these drill and

singling widths are low. It is shown, too, that a

moderate drill and singling width (21 ina. and 10 ins.

respectively) gives almost as high yields as th®

narrower widths, and therefore these moderate widths are

a better recommendation as they lend themselves to easier

singling and inter-row cultivation. vider drill and
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singling widths do give much smaller yields than those

widths mentioned above#

As mentioned earlier, the percentage stand influences the

plant population, and therefore the yield, to a

considerable degree, and stress must therefore be an

careful singling and inter-row cultivation in order to

maintain the initial plant population#

AIBGS and FLAT CULTIVATION> Under drier conditions

drilling on the flat is shown to be superior to ridge

cultivation, and even where wetter conditions prevail

is shown to be little inferior to ridging# liere

drills are narrow there is little doubt that drilling

is ulch easier on the flat#

In areas where the climate is moist, probably the better

practice Is to drill on very shallow ridges and then

roll the ridges almost flat# This has a twofold

advantage in that moisture can be conserved or otherwise

(by heavy rolling) depending on the season, and inter-
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row cultivations can begin before the beet brairds.

FAIMYAUI) MANORS i The analysis sf the records shows that

farmyard manure does Increase the yield of beet

slightly and that the increase Is more marked in "dry"

years. The only results from field trials are from

four unreplicated experiments. The yield in each year

is increased by the addition of dung. The

indications are that a moderate dressing of farmyard

manure will give a response in the yield of beet.

APPLICATION 0? POhTILI^SR: The analysis shows that in

Fife and <ingus the mean yield of beet is not influenced

to any great extent by the amount of fertiliser

applied, but in Berwick there is a consistent rise in

yield with heavier dressings of fertilizer. In nearly

every field trial the yield does not increase with

heavy dressings of fertiliser and indications are that

a medium dressing of 6 to 8 cwts. per acre of fertilizer

is sufficient.

There is a suggestion, both in the analysis of the record®
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and in the field trials, that heavy dressings of

fertiliser depress the sugar content of the roots,

the trials show that yield of tops increase with

heavier applications of fertiliser, and even at the

heaviest level of manuring, the increase shows little

signs of falling off.

TOP ]>R333lf?Gt The analysis and field trials agree that

top dressing with nitrogen does not increase the yield

of beet,

3ALTi Field trials show that salt has very little effec

on the beet crop in Scotland, This is also supported

by the analysis of the factory records. In the

manurial experiments, described before, when titrate of

>oda was used it was shown to bo only slightly superior

to sulphate of Ammonia, This would also support the

fact that sodium has only a very alight influence on

the yield of beet in Scotland.

UHBJ. The critical pH for beet lies within the limits

of pH 5,6 to !>,9» Field trials show that in most
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cases the application of lime has a "beneficial effect

on the yield of "beet.

YAKI^TYi The factory records and field trials agree that

tiharpe ' s Klein E# is the most suitable variety for

Scottish conditions at the present time. The four

varieties - Johnson's Euhn K#, Johnson's Kuhn P#,

Jarton's C., and > arster*a Hilleshog foria a group

intermediate in yield. Cannell's 937 shows promising

yields in the National Institute of /agricultural Botany-

trials# Bush £#, Webb's No# 2#t Battle's E and

Cannell's 22 are inferior in yield#

Klein A#A., the non-bolting strain, is not exceptionally

inferior in yield to Jharpe*s Klein 2#, and is

probably as good as any of the other varieties grown in

Scotland# The "bolter" counts for Klein A#A# are

strikingly low#


